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The Tensleep Sandstone (Middle Pennsylvanian to Lower Permian) is composed 
of eolian and marine sediments deposited throughout central and north-central Wyoming. 
The formation is one of the major hydrocarbon producers in Wyoming, particularly in the 
Bighorn basin. Sage Creek field, which occurs in the northern Bighorn basin, Wyoming, 
produces hydrocarbons mainly from the Tensleep Sandstone with lesser production from 
the Madison Limestone. Sage Creek field has produced 13.1 MMBO, 400 MMcf, and 
163 MMBW through May 2004. 
The purpose of this study is to refine the present understanding of the stratigraphy 
and structural geology of the eolian Tensleep Sandstone at Sage Creek field. To support 
this purpose, I determined log tops from well data and constructed a grid of cross sections 
(stratigraphic and structural cross sections) and created maps (structure and isopach 
maps). The structural cross sections and maps suggest that the field is an anticlinal 
closure. Several northeast-southwest trending faults in the Sage Creek field result in 
independent reservoir compartments.   
A previous worker correlated log data from 2 key wells in Sage Creek field, the 
Fox #1 and SCU #21, to the measured section at Bear Canyon, Montana. The measured 
section at Bear Canyon suggests that the Tensleep Sandstone is divided into the eolian-
dominated Upper Tensleep and mixed eolian-marine sediments of the Lower Tensleep. A 
 iii
  
photomosaic of the canyon wall shows that bed continuity is high at the scale of interwell 
spacing at Sage Creek field. 
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The Tensleep Sandstone (Middle Pennsylvanian to Lower Permian) and its 
correlative formations, the Quadrant, Minnelusa, and Casper Formations in Wyoming, 
and the Weber Sandstone in Western Colorado and Eastern Utah, comprise one of the 
most important hydrocarbon-producing formations in the Rocky Mountain region. Many 
oil fields were discovered and developed in the 1920’s, with two major cycles of renewed 
development during the 1950’s and 1970’s. Low recoveries and poor efficiencies of 
enhanced recovery operations are typical in these fields.   
The Tensleep Sandstone is composed of eolian and marine sediments deposited 
throughout central and northern Wyoming. The Tensleep Sandstone was previously 
considered to be a relatively homogeneous sand body. It was not until the late 1970’s that 
detailed studies of modern and ancient eolian deposits revealed the complex and 
heterogeneous nature of eolian sandstones (Kocurek, 1981). This put the Tensleep 
Sandstone at the center of renewed attention for detailed analysis in order to develop 
more adequate reservoir and flow-unit models. Consequently, studies of permeability 
anisotropy, spatial heterogeneity in facies and stratification, and complex depositional 
compartmentalization were performed in the Tensleep Sandstone (Andrews and Higgins, 
1984; Kerr and Dott, 1988; Shebl, 1995; Carr–Crabaugh and Dunn, 1996; Aviantara, 
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1999). Work by Aviantara (1999), Ciftci (2001) and Wibowo (2001) have a close 
relationship to the stratigraphy and structure of my study area. Parts of their theses have 
been used to provide background information for this study. In the mature stages of 
production, as in the Tensleep reservoirs today, understanding of these aspects is 
important to improve production rates, recoveries and the efficiency of EOR processes. 
This research concentrates on a detailed analysis and interpretation of stratigraphy 
and structural geology within the Tensleep Sandstone at Sage Creek field, Wyoming 
(Figure 1.1). The Sage Creek field produces hydrocarbons mainly from the Tensleep 
Sandstone with lesser production from the Madison Limestone. Two important wells 
were used by Wibowo (2001) in this field. These two wells also will be used in this 
research as a reference for correlative bounding surfaces within the Tensleep Sandstone. 
The two wells are: (1) the Fox # 1 well (Section 18-T57N-R97W) that has core from 
Tensleep, and (2) the Sage Creek Unit (SCU) # 21 well (Section 7-T57N-R97W) that has 
a complete log suite, including Schlumberger’s Formation MicroImager (FMI) and 
Combinable Magnetic Resonance (CMR) logs. The wells are about 1.3 mi (2.1 km) apart, 




















































































































































































1.1. Research Objectives 
 
The main objective of this research is to refine the present understanding of the 
stratigraphy and structural geology of the eolian Tensleep Sandstone at Sage Creek field 
using outcrop, cores, and subsurface correlations. This research will delineate the lateral 
correlations within the Tensleep, and relate the structure and stratigraphy to hydrocarbon 
production. 
Specific objectives are: 
1. Load 96 raster logs data into a Petra database. 
2. Interpret key horizons above, below, and within the Tensleep Sandstone. 
3. Build a grid of stratigrapic and structural cross sections both parallel and 
perpendicular to the paleowind direction (N-NE to S-SW). 
4. Interpret a photomosaic of analogous outcrops in the Pryor Mountains, 
which are 10 mi (16 km) to the north. Focus on bed-to-bed correlations at 
the interwell scale. 
5. Create isopach maps of various stratigraphic intervals within Sage Creek 
field. 
6. Document perforations and historical production data in Sage Creek field 




1.2. Previous Studies  
 
The Middle Pennsylvanian and Lower Permian Tensleep Sandstone have 
produced large quantities of petroleum since the beginning of the 20th century. This is one 
of the earliest reservoirs exploited in the state of Wyoming. For this reason, the Tensleep 
Sandstone and its stratigraphic equivalents are important to geologists. Some geologists 
(Agatston, 1954; Keefer and Van Lieu, 1966) believed that the Tensleep Sandstone was 
deposited in a shallow-marine environment as a homogeneous body without significant 
permeability barriers. Studies in recent years have shown that the Tensleep Sandstone 
was deposited as eolian and marine sandstones (Emmet et al., 1971; Fox et al., 1975; 
Mankiewicz and Steidtmann, 1979; Wheeler, 1986; Kerr and Dott, 1988; Shebl, 1995a, 
1995b; Carr-Crabaugh and Dunn, 1996; Aviantara, 1999; Ciftci, 2001; Wibowo, 2001). 
The Tensleep Sandstone was defined by Darton (1904) as a thick sandstone at the 
type locality at Tensleep Canyon, Washakie County, Wyoming. Agatston (1954) worked 
in detail on the Tensleep Sandstone on the west flank of the northern Bighorn basin. He 
described the Tensleep Sandstone as cross-bedded, massive sandstone with dolomite, 
limestone, some shale, and anhydrite interbeds. He observed that the lower part of the 
Tensleep was more dolomitic than the upper part. Also, he compared the carbonate rock 
ratio and concluded that thin beds of limestone thickened towards the main area of 
carbonate deposition in eastern Wyoming. 
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Fox et al. (1975) worked on porosity variability within the Tensleep Sandstone in 
the Bighorn, Wind River, and Green River basins of Wyoming. They concluded that 
porosity generally decreased with increasing depth of burial. Permeability decreased as 
porosity decreased. Their study revealed that increasing depth caused overgrowth of 
quartz cement around detrital quartz grains. 
Most studies after 1975 have focused on lithological descriptions, facies 
correlation, and petrophysical features such as porosity, permeability, and fractures. 
These studies were done in the producing areas in the Bighorn basin and adjacent basins 
on equivalent units such as the Weber, Quadrant, Casper, and Minnelusa Formations 
(Emmett et al., 1971; Shebl, 1995a, 1995b; Carr-Crabaugh and Dunn, 1996; Aviantara, 
1999; Ciftci, 2001; and Wibowo, 2001). 
Mankiewicz and Steidtmann (1979) worked on the depositional environment and 
diagenesis of the Tensleep Sandstone in the eastern Bighorn basin. They compared the 
Tensleep Sandstone depositional environment to the present-day Qatar Peninsula, in 
which barchanoid dune complexes migrate into the sea over Eocene dolomite. They 
believed that the Tensleep Sandstone in the Bighorn basin was deposited in a coastal 
environment. The lower Tensleep Sandstone, approximately 60 ft (18 m) thick, was 
deposited under primarily supratidal, intertidal, subtidal, and lagoonal conditions. Eolian 
dune sands, with cross strata being of relatively small scale, are generally thinner than 6 
ft (2 m). The upper Tensleep represents a depositional environment that is dominantly 
eolian with associated sands that formed in sabkha environments. The eolian dune sands 
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occur in laterally continuous sets up to 30 ft (10 m) thick. Sands are finely laminated with 
large-scale trough and planar tabular cross stratification with dip angles between 15-31°. 
Also, they pointed out that the Tensleep Sandstone has early diagenesis that occurred just 
after deposition. Gypsum and dolomite cementation took place by means of recharge 
water at the sabkha surface. Later cementation caused calcite and dolomite precipitation 
as a result of changes in basin hydrology during regional downwarping during the 
Jurassic. 
Since 1980, many detailed studies have been done on the Tensleep Sandstone. 
Wheeler (1986) described fluctuations of sea level as the major factor that controlled 
cyclic marine and eolian facies within the Tensleep Sandstone. Kerr (1989) and Kerr and 
Dott (1988) described parasequences within the Tensleep Sandstone along the eastern 
margin of the Bighorn basin. 
 Hurley (1994) introduced a technique using borehole image data to determine 
breaks in stratigraphy that record faults or unconformities in rock layers. One of his case 
studies was in the Tensleep Sandstone. 
 Carr-Crabaugh and Dunn (1996) correlated eolian parasequences across the entire 
Bighorn basin. Their bedform reconstructions indicate that the Tensleep Sandstone erg 
was composed of compound bedforms that migrated to the south-southwest with 
superimposed bedforms. Dunn et al. (1996) and Carr-Crabaugh and Dunn (1996) studied 
anisotropy and spatial variation of relative permeability and lithologic character of the 
Tensleep Sandstone reservoirs in the Bighorn and Wind River basins. Carr-Crabaugh et 
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al. (1996) interpreted eolian reservoir architecture in the Tensleep using borehole images. 
In 1996, Phoenix Production Company, as the owner and operator of Sage Creek field, 
hired consultants to study the Tensleep Sandstone. Their work is summarized in an 
unpublished report (Borah-Borah, 1996) that is available to this study. 
 Aviantara (1999) differentiated the hierarchy of Tensleep architectural elements. 
These hierarchies included eolian stratification, eolian surfaces, bounded elements, 
facies, parasequences, and systems tracts in the Tensleep Sandstone. This work was 
based on an outcrop study at Alkali Creek, Ziesman Dome, and Cold Spring Road and 
subsurface studies at Byron and Bonanza fields in the Bighorn basin. He showed that the 
migration of eolian dunes was in a south-southwest direction. First-order bounding 
surfaces climb at a 0.9 to 2.9° angle, generally parallel to foreset dip direction, which is to 
the south-southwest. He also correlated the outcrop data with subsurface data. 
Ciftci (2001) studied the eolian Tensleep Sandstone in the Alkali Creek outcrop 
area. He modeled the geometry and volumetric size of compartments in the Tensleep 
Sandstone using Earth Vision (Dynamic Graphics) software, based on data collected from 
outcrop exposures. He used more than 3500 data points to delineate first- and second-
order surfaces and compartments that occurred as a result of bounding surfaces in the 
Tensleep. After simulating the wells by using 10-acre, 40-acre, 80-acre, and 160-acre 
templates in the 3-D model, he pointed out that a horizontal well drilled parallel to the 
foreset dip direction would drain the maximum number and volume of reservoir 
compartments. 
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  Wibowo (2001) and Wibowo and Hurley (2003) studied petrophysical properties 
of the Tensleep Sandstone at Sage Creek field based on well logs, core data, and outcrop 
data from Bear Canyon, Montana. In this study, Wibowo (2001) concluded that the eolian 
and associated facies, including bounding surfaces, could be identified using a 
combination of methods. Also, he determined that the small-scale heterogeneity within 
eolian sediments of the Tensleep could be defined by petrophysical analysis of the 
various eolian facies using capillary pressure, minipermeameter, conventional core, and 
laboratory NMR.  
Hurley et al. (2003) used core, outcrop studies, and log correlations to define 
facies architecture at Byron field, Wyoming. They determined that a horizontal well was 
drilled almost perpendicular to the trend of dunes and parallel to the major fracture 
orientations. They also used borehole image interpretations in the horizontal well to 
define structural and stratigraphic compartments in the field.  
 
1.3. Research Contributions 
 
This study provides research benefits regarding structural and stratigraphic 
compartmentalization of the eolian Tensleep Sandstone and particularly its relation with 
the hydrocarbon distribution in the Sage Creek field. The contributions of this study are 
listed below: 
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1. The description of each facies in eolian and associated deposits of the Tensleep 
Sandstone interval in Sage Creek field can be determined using several methods. An 
outcrop-measured section at Bear Canyon described by Wibowo (2001) shows that 
the Tensleep Sandstone in this area consists of the Upper Tensleep, an eolian-
dominated interval, and the Lower Tensleep, a mixed eolian-marine interval. This 
general division of the Tensleep Sandstone could also be seen in core analysis in the 
Fox #1 well and log analysis, especially borehole images in the SCU #21 well 
(Wibowo, 2001). 
2. The lateral continuity of the Tensleep Sandstone in the Sage Creek field can be 
examined using several methods. The first method is using a photomosaic at Bear 
Canyon, Pryor Mountains, Montana.  Lateral continuity of the Tensleep Sandstone 
appears to be good at the scale interwell spacing in Sage Creek field.  Log 
correlations in the field show high lateral continuity of beds in the subsurface. 
3. The grid of well log cross-sections identified the structural complexity and 
stratigraphic framework within the study area. This grid of cross sections was 
integrated with the structural contour maps to identify the faults. Within the study 
area, the beds dominantly dip to the southwest because of folding by the Sage Creek 
thrust fault in the northeast part of the field. The study area also has at least three NE–
SW trending faults (Figure 4.1) that affected the distribution and accumulation of the 
reservoirs and hydrocarbons.  
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4. Isopach maps have been constructed in order to show the distribution and thickness of 
the formation over the study area. Pre-existing topography and faulting of the lower 
interval or formations, could affect the next layer deposited above it. In this study, the 
Tensleep Sandstone is divided into seven intervals with characteristic variability in 
thickness and porosity development. The irregular thickness of the Phosphoria 
Formation was caused by the underlying erosion surface on top of the Tensleep 
Sandstone. Variations in sediment supply during accumulation and influences from 
active faults resulted in an inconsistent accumulation of the Dinwoody Formation in 
the study area.  
5. In terms of production data, the faults may have had a significant influence on 
production. A cumulative oil map shows that the accumulation of oil is bounded by 
faults and structural closure. The main hydrocarbon producer in the Sage Creek field 
is the Tensleep Sandstone with minor hydrocarbon production from the Madison 
Formation. The study area is divided into two production areas based on the main 
producer formations in each well. These two production areas are: 1) all wells in the 
middle part through the southeast part of the field that produce oil from the Tensleep 
Sandstone; 2) Some wells in the north part of Section 7 T57N R97W that produce oil 







2.1. Study Area 
 
Sage Creek field lies at the border of Bighorn and Park counties in the northern 
part of the Bighorn basin, Wyoming. This field is located along the north-northeast edge 
of the Bighorn basin. Sage Creek field is an important reservoir that has infill drilling and 
horizontal well opportunities. Data from 96 wells are available as raster logs that have 
been loaded into a Petra database. Primary production of oil and gas in this field is from 
the Tensleep Sandstone, although some production comes from the Madison Limestone. 
The Tensleep oil accumulation in this field is located on the southwest flank of an 
asymmetric anticline that trends north-south in T57N-R97W and T57N-R98W. Other 
fields in the Bighorn basin that produce from the same zones include Garland and Byron 
fields, located about 6 mi (10 km) south, and Frannie field located 2 mi (3 km) to the 
north (Figure 2.1).   
An ideal outcrop of the Tensleep Sandstone is located about 7 mi (11 km) to the 
north, at Bear Canyon in the foothills of the Pryor Mountains, Carbon County, Montana 
(Figure 2.1). This outcrop has been studied in detail by Wibowo (2001) to define the 





Figure 2.1.  Map showing the location of Sage Creek field in northwestern Wyoming, 
towns, highways and roads, major oil fields, and location of measured section (X) at Bear 
Canyon area, Carbon County, Montana. (Modified from the United States Atlas website).  
N 
0              10 mi 
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2.2. Stratigraphy and Sedimentology 
 
The following section describes the regional stratigraphy, specific stratigraphy of 
the Tensleep Sandstone, and the local stratigraphy in the vicinity of Sage Creek field. 
 
2.2.1. Regional Stratigraphy 
 
The eolian Tensleep Sandstone consists of Middle Pennsylvanian (Demoinesian) 
to Lower Permian (Wolfcampian) shallow marine and eolian deposits. The age is mainly 
based on fusulinids, brachiopods, and conodonts studied by Henbest (1956), Verville 
(1957), Hoare and Burgess (1960), and Rhodes (1963). Schwagerina and Triticites 
fusulinids, which are shallow-marine fossils, are common in the Tensleep Sandstone 
(Verville, 1957; Burgess, 1961). The unit is variable in thickness as a result of differential 
erosion across the top of the Tensleep Sandstone (Kerr, 1989; Kerr et al., 1986; Wheeler, 
1986; Simmons and Scholle, 1990). Aviantara (1999) described the eolian deposits in the 
Tensleep Sandstone as fine to very fine grained, well-rounded, well-sorted quartz 
arenites. 
The regional stratigraphic description in this chapter is adapted from Ciftci (2001) 
and Wibowo (2001). Figure 2.2 represents the record of complete Phanerozoic rocks in 
the Bighorn basin, except the Silurian. Shallow-water shelf carbonates and some 
scattered shales and transgressive sandstones were included in Cambrian through 
Mississippian formations.  
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 Figure 2.2. Stratigraphic column shows the presserved 
formations in the Bighorn basin, Wyoming and Montana (Fox 
and Dolton, 1996). 
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The Madison Limestone (Mississippian) was exposed, which led to the 
development of an extensive karst surface. Above this surface, the siliciclastic sediments 
and carbonates of the Amsden Formation were deposited during a shallow and brief 
marine incursion.  
Marine and eolian deposits dominated the region from the Pennsylvanian to early 
Permian. Marine deposits in the lower part of the Tensleep Sandstone represent supratidal 
to subtidal depositional conditions with burrowed sandstones, fossiliferous dolomites, 
and dolomitic sandstones associated with subaqueous environments with minor thin 
eolian strata. Eolian deposits dominate the upper part of the Tensleep Sandstone, which is 
composed of large sets of eolian cross-strata that are repeatedly punctuated by thin sandy 
to fossiliferous marine dolomites (Mankiewicz and Steidtmann, 1979). 
At the end of this time period, a major second-order eustatic drop in sea level 
promoted fluvial processes in the region. During the same time, the Greybull-Rosebud 
arch and paleo-Bighorn uplift resulted in the development of a high-relief unconformity 
that caps the Tensleep Sandstone (Vail and Mitchum, 1979; Morgan et al., 1978; Kerr et 
al., 1986; Simmons and Scholle, 1990).  
The Phosphoria Formation, represented by the Goose Egg Formation in the study 
area, unconformably overlies the Tensleep Sandstone. The Goose Egg Formation was an 
incised valley fill that was deposited on the eroded surface of the Tensleep Sandstone 
during the middle Permian transgression. This formation includes red beds, shales, 
evaporates, dolomites, and silts in parts of the basin. 
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Chugwater Group red beds and evaporates were deposited on the continental shelf 
during the Triassic, when the general westerly regression processes were active. 
Southerly tilting and truncation near the end of the Triassic produced a thinning of 
sediments to the north (Snoke, 1997). The Jurassic Gypsum Spring Formation, which 
consists of red beds and evaporites, was unconformably deposited over the Chugwater 
Group. The overlying Sundance Formation consists of shallow-marine sandstones, 
limestones, and shales. 
During the late Jurassic, the non-marine Morrison Formation clastic sediments 
were deposited (Stone, 1967). During the Early Cretaceous, the Cloverly, Thermopolis, 
and Mowry Formations of marine origin were deposited. Deposition occurred throughout 
the Late Cretaceous as a series of transgressions and regressions that resulted in 
deposition of several Frontier sandstone wedges. Eastward marine withdrawal brought 
about the dominantly regressive Mesaverde clastic wedge (Stone, 1967). Subsequently, 
the marine Lewis Shale was deposited in the eastern portion of the basin, whereas the 
Meeteetse non-marine sandstones, mudstones and coals were deposited to the west. Non-
marine deposits of the Lance Formation overlie Cretaceous strata. 
During the Paleocene, Laramide orogenesis intensified. Conglomerates and 
fluvial deposits of the Fort Union and Willwood Formations, derived from the debris of 
marginal basement uplifts, were deposited unconformably over Mesozoic strata. 
Lacustrine and fluvial sediments filled the Bighorn basin following late Eocene igneous 
activity. These sediments were mostly removed by subsequent erosion during the late 
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Pliocene and Pleistocene to create the present-day topography (Mankiewicz and 
Steidtmann, 1979). 
 
2.2.2. Tensleep Sandstone 
 
The Tensleep Sandstone is a middle Pennsylvanian (Desmoinesian) to lower 
Permian (Wolfcampian) (Figure 2.3) eolian sandstone predominantly composed of cross-
bedded, quartz-rich sandstones and interbeds of mudstone, carbonate, and sandstone with 
biogenic and physical structures (Fisher, 1963; Verville et al., 1970; Kerr et al., 1986). 
The name comes from excellent outcrop exposures in Tensleep Canyon where the type 
section of the formation is located (Keefer and Van Lieu, 1966). Recent studies suggest 
that the formation was deposited in a coastal-plain setting under the influence of both 
eolian and marine environments and sea-level fluctuations (Fox et al., 1975; Morgan et 
al., 1978; Desmond et al., 1984; Kerr et al., 1986; and Wheeler, 1986). 
Outcrop and subsurface studies show that the Tensleep Sandstone includes 
repetitive parasequences of dolomitic sandstone, marine sandstone and cross-bedded, 
quartz-rich, eolian sandstone (Kerr and Dott, 1988; Kerr, 1989; Carr-Crabaugh and Dunn, 
1996; Aviantara, 1999).  
The Tensleep Sandstone conformably overlies the red beds and cherty carbonates 
of the Amsden Formation. The contact occurs where subtidal and lagoonal dolostones of 
the Amsden Formation interfinger with intertidal and supratidal sandy dolostones, and 




Figure 2.3. Correlation chart showing the stratigraphy from Mississippian
through Permian units in the Bighorn, Wind River, and Powder River basins.




The Goose Egg member of the Phosphoria Formation was unconformably 
deposited above the Tensleep Sandstone as red beds, shales, evaporates, and dolomites 
(Figure 2.3).  The Amsden Formation, which is the product of transgressive systems tract 
deposits, unconformably overlies the Madison Limestone. Tensleep parasequences 
occurred as a result of sea-level fluctuations during which dolomitic sandstones represent 
sea-level rise, and eolian sandstones represent sea-level fall (Figure 2.4).  
Recent studies have divided the Tensleep Sandstone into upper and lower 
intervals (Mankiewicz and Steidtmann, 1979; Andrews and Higgins, 1984). These 
intervals are based on the differences of the proportions of chemical and clastic rocks and 
the amount of marine vs. eolian dune processes (Figure 2.5). The upper part has a higher 
proportion of clastic rocks due to the dominance of eolian dune processes and is a higher 
potential reservoir rock (Wibowo, 2001). Agatston (1952) also divided the Tensleep 
Sandstone into two units, based on the widespread fusulinid-rich dolomitic sandstone or 
sandy dolomite. 
 The lower Tensleep was documented by previous workers as Desmoinesian in 
age. Fusulinid samples from the upper part of the unit were identified as a 
Wedekindellina fauna, indicative of an early Desmoinesian age (Stewart, 1968). This unit 
represents supratidal to subtidal depositional environments with the domination of 
burrowed sandstones, fossiliferous dolomite, and dolomitic sandstones associated with 
subaquaeous environments and minor thin eolian strata (Mankiewicz and Steidtmann, 






Figure 2.4. Eolian-marine parasequences in the Tensleep Sandstone. At Time 1, the
accumulation and preservation space are not coincident and eolian dunes have a
chance of being eroded. At Time 2, marine sediments are deposited over eolian
sediments, which promotes preservation. From Carr-Crabaugh and Dunn (1996). 
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Figure 2.5. Stratigraphic section of Goose Egg Formation, Tensleep Sandstone, and
upper Amsden Formation at Tensleep Sandstone type locality in Tensleep Canyon
(Kerr et al., 1986). 
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Burrowed sandstones and sandy to fossiliferous dolomites are the principal facies 
in the lower Tensleep. Compared to the upper Tensleep, the lower Tensleep is more 
thinly bedded and less porous. The variation in thickness of the lower Tensleep is related 
to lateral facies changes. 
Based on fusulinid and conodont studies (Verville, 1975; Rhodes, 1963), the 
upper Tensleep in the southeastern Bighorn basin ranges from Desmoinesian age at the 
base to a late Missourian or early Virgilian age at the top. As a result of northerly 
truncation at the top of the Tensleep, the upper Tensleep in the study area is probably 
only Desmoinesian.  
The upper Tensleep varies in thickness from 10 to 330 ft (3 to 110 m). Large-
scale cross-bedded sandstones and sandy to fossiliferous dolomites are the principal 
facies in the upper Tensleep. Compared to the lower Tensleep, beds are much thicker in 
the upper Tensleep, and the sandstone intervals tend to be much more porous and 
permeable. This unit also provides a better reservoir for hydrocarbons than the lower 
Tensleep. 
Marine carbonates repeatedly transgressed the eolian dune area within the upper 
Tensleep, leaving deposits that alternate between thick packages of eolian sand and 
extensive thin marine facies (Mankiewicz and Steidtmann, 1979; Carr-Crabaugh and 
Dunn, 1996). These pulses of marine sediment are interpreted to represent short-lived 
regional fluctuations in relative sea level (Kerr et al., 1986). When the relative sea-level 
rise continued during this time, the eolian-dominated shelf was flooded and reworked in 
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the marine environment. The marine system deposited sandy, fossiliferous carbonates 
that were capped by sharp to erosional contacts with the overlying eolian facies when the 
regressive cycle recommenced and the relative sea level fell (Andrews and Higgins, 
1984; Wheeler, 1986; Kerr and Dott, 1988). 
One major eolian system recognized in southern Montana migrated south-
southwestward to northeastern Utah and northwestern Colorado during middle 
Pennsylvanian to lower Permian time. During a highstand of sea level, the Tensleep 
Sandstone prograded over the underlying marine deposits (Amsden Formation) (Kerr, 
1989). 
 
2.2.2.1. Paleogeographic Setting 
 
Wyoming was approximately 5-20° north of the equator during the Pennsylvanian 
to early Permian, and during this period, arid climatic conditions were dominant over the 
area (Figure 2.6) (Parrish and Peterson, 1988; Kerr and Dott, 1988). Migrations and 
internal dynamics of the erg system were probably controlled by the strong and consistent 
northeast trade winds that moved from the high-pressure zone (subtropical) to the low-
pressure zone (equatorial) (Figure 2.7). However, variations in dominant wind direction 
and marine influences on the depositional patterns are evident throughout the Tensleep 
Sandstone (Wibowo, 2001). The paleogeographic location at the western margin of 
Laurentia, adjacent to two oceanic bodies, suggests the possibility of land-sea breezes 
that may have locally altered the dominant wind direction (Kerr and Dott, 1988).
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Dominant wind direction 
Monsoonal Variation 
 
Figure 2.6. Map showing Pennsylvanian to Early Permian
paleogeography during a sea-level lowstand. Dark gray represents the 
sea distribution. Stippled pattern indicates the eolian ergs. Black and
white arrows represent paleowind directions. Black arrow represents the 
dominant wind direction and white arrow represents the monsoonal
variation (Parrish and Peterson, 1988). The black areas in the inset map
represent Paleozoic outcrops in the Bighorn basin area (Modified from
Kerr and Dott, 1988). 
   
 


































































































































































































































Marine influence in the form of periodic flooding from the west and south 
resulted in switching of depositional conditions between shallow marine to eolian dune 
environments (Kerr et al., 1986; Kerr, 1989; Carr-Crabaugh and Dunn, 1996). The 
monsoonal climate that developed following the Appalachian Orogeny introduced annual 
climatic seasonality that prevailed from the middle Pennsylvanian to early Permian 
(Parrish et al., 1983; Phillips et al., 1985). This seasonality probably accounted for the 
observed north-to-east variations in the dominant paleo-wind direction (Kerr and Dott, 
1988; Carr-Crabaugh and Dunn, 1996). 
The source of the Tensleep Sandstone is not well known. Lack of upwind 
sediment sources, which could provide relatively mature quartz-rich sand, is evident in 
the Pennsylvanian paleogeologic maps of the northern Rockies. However, an early 
Pennsylvanian delta system in central Montana and several prograding deltaic sequences 
observed in the Amsden-Tensleep transition could be possible sources that discharged 
significant amounts of quartz-rich sand onto the Wyoming shelf (Kerr and Dott, 1988; 
Ciftci, 2001) (Figure 2.6). 
 
2.2.2.2. Eolian Processes  
 
Most parts of this section are summarized from Ciftci (2001) and Wibowo (2001). 
During the last few decades, eolian environments and processes have been studied in 
detail. They have become one of the most interesting worldwide topics, especially in 
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petroleum geology. In this study, eolian depositional processes will be summarized from 
previous studies and discussed in order to establish a background for better understanding 
of eolian concepts. 
Saltation, surface creep, and suspension are three main processes that transport 
sand in an eolian system (Bagnold, 1941). Of these three processes, saltation is the most 
effective way to transport the sand, which leads to the formation of eolian bedforms. The 
bedforms in this system could be wind ripples, dunes, or much larger dune forms called 
draas (Wilson, 1972). The sand accumulation will start when the moving sand loses its 
forward momentum. Accumulation largely takes place on the downwind slope or lee face 
of a dune where flow separation creates a separation cell (Figure 2.8). Lowered grain 
transport rates occur within the separation cell as opposed to increased grain transport 
rate in the upwind slope or stoss slope of the dune (Kocurek, 1996). The wind sweeps the 
sand from the stoss slope to the accumulation zone (Figure 2.8). Continuous erosion of 
the stoss slope and accumulation in the lee slope causes migration of the eolian bedforms. 
Accumulation processes on the lee slope during migration occur in three main 
processes: grainfall, ripple climb, and grainflow (Figure 2.8). Each process is associated 
with a characteristic cross stratification type, grainfall stratification, climbing ripple 
stratification and grainflow stratification, respectively (Hunter, 1977; Kocurek and 















Figure 2.8. Air flow over dunes. (a) Dune in cross section with transverse flow, 
showing secondary air flow zones and relative transport rates (large arrow); (b) 
Accumulation processes under transverse flow conditions. From Kocurek (1996). 
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Grainfall stratification develops in the zone of flow separation at the lee face of a 
dune. The sand grains fall into this zone after they lose much of their forward 
momentum, mainly because of reduced sediment transport rate. Sedimentological 
outcomes are good sorting and intermediate packing without very distinct lamination and 
grading. 
The second process, wind ripples, occurs on interdune flats. This process occurs 
on sides of dunes and on lee slopes that are inclined less steeply than the angle of repose. 
As the wind ripples climb over the preceding deposits, they form millimeter scale 
inversely graded and tightly packed laminae (Hunter, 1977). Wind-ripple stratification is 
commonly observable as sets that are centimeters thick and grade upward into grainfall 
stratification. 
Grainflow stratification is the third process that takes place when deposition in the 
flow separation zone causes the slope to reach the angle of initial yield. On the lee slope, 
this triggers mass-wasting processes in the form of slumps and sandflows. In this process, 
the cohesive slump blocks do not form a new stratification. However, pre-existing 
stratification is deformed. In contrast, the sand grains flow to the lee slope and form the 
loosely packed, well-sorted, and inversely graded grainflow stratification. Therefore, 
grainflow stratification interfingers with grainfall stratification (Hunter, 1977). Plane-bed 
lamination under strong wind conditions and adhesion structure of wet eolian systems 
(Kocurek and Fielder, 1982) are also observable in modern and ancient eolian 
environments, but these are relatively rare.  
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A migrating bedform that leaves an accumulation must move upward or climb 
with respect to an accumulation surface (Figure 2.9). In this condition, a time- 
transgressive stratum accumulated by the climbing bedform which crosses accumulation 
surfaces (Hunter, 1977). This process results in a single laminae for a climbing ripple or a 
set of cross strata for a dune. The relative comparison of the bedform’s stoss slope to the 
angle of climb and its magnitude is one of the main parameters that influences the 
geometry of bedform structure. The angle is called the critical angle of climb if the angle 
of bedform climb is the same as its windward slope. Any subcritically climbing bedform 
can result in partial erosion of the preceding bedform’s deposits (Figure 2.9). Internal 
erosional surfaces created by these subcritically climbing bedforms are called bounding 
surfaces (Brookfield, 1977). The true surfaces of erosion can take million years for this 
process. Instead, they represent a pause in sedimentation that allows bypassing of eolian 
bedfroms without any accumulation (zero angle of climb) or erosion (negative angle of 




Several previous studies have concentrated on descriptions of the Tensleep 
Sandstone and most of them are based on outcrop exposures and cores throughout the 
Wind River and Bighorn basins (Mankiewicz and Steidtmann, 1979; Andrews and 













 Figure 2.9. Generation of time transgressive strata by climbing bedforms. Qi and 
Qo represent sediment influx and outflux respectively where Qi=Qo. From 
Kocurek (1996). 
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Shebl, 1995; Carr-Crabaugh and Dunn, 1996; Aviantara, 1999; Ciftci, 2001; Wibowo, 
2001; Wibowo and Hurley, 2003). Aviantara (1999) identified five main facies of the 
Tensleep Sandstone from cores and outcrop studies. He grouped these facies as eolian 
and marine facies, based on the governing depositional processes (Figure 2.10).  
Tabular-planar cross-stratified sandstones are the most common lithofacies 
observed in the eolian facies group. These are characterized by very large-scale cross-
bedded units, or sets, which are bounded by planar surfaces to form tabular bodies. This 
facies consists of well rounded, well sorted, and fine to very fine-grained quartz arenites. 
Grainflow stratification dominates the facies with a contribution of wind-ripple 
stratification, where the lee face is at the angle of repose. Wind-ripple stratification is 
commonly observable in the lower parts of the cross-strata set with dips ranging from 
horizontal up to 12°. This grades upward into grainflow stratification with an increasing 
dip amount up to 27°. Grainfall strata are rare, probably indicating well-developed 
slipfaces, i.e., lee faces at or near the angle of repose (Kerr et al., 1986; Kerr and Dott, 
1988; Aviantara, 1999; Ciftci, 2001; Wibowo, 2001; Wibowo and Hurley, 2003; Hurley 
et al., 2003). 
In contrast to of this interpretation, some authors have suggested that grainflow 
stratification dominates within tabular-planar cross-stratified sandstone facies (Kocurek 
and Dott, 1981; Tanean, 1991; Carr-Crabaugh and Dunn, 1996). According to these 
studies, grainfall stratification occurs in the upper portions of the lee slope and has a high 































































results in rare preservation of the grainfall stratification in the eolian deposits. On the 
other hand, grainflow is the most common process dominating the lee-face deposition. 
Therefore grainflow stratification abundantly occurs in the eolian deposits and it is the 
major constituent of the Tensleep eolian dune facies. 
The variation in the wind regime is observed with the occurrence of isolated 
packages of trough cross-stratified eolian sandstones within tabular-planar cross-stratified 
sandstones (Figure 2.10). These packages cut into the underlying tabular-planar cross-
stratified sandstones and are known as trough cross-strata intrasets. Wind-ripple 
stratification occurs in a relatively higher proportion in intraset sandstones. 
Interdune sandstones are commonly observed as lenses between tabular-planar 
cross-stratified sandstones, and are characterized by horizontal stratification (Figure 
2.10). The quartz grains in this facies are usually well-rounded, well-sorted, fine to very 
fine grains, and coarser grained than the other eolian facies. Wavy lamination and wind-
ripple stratification are the most common sedimentary structures. Subaqueous features 
such as wave-rippled sandstones, laminated sandstones, and dolostones are locally 
observable indicating temporal standing water in interdune areas (Kerr et al., 1986; Kerr 
and Dott, 1988; Aviantara, 1999). 
Tabular-planar cross-stratified sandstones are associated with large-scale 
deformed sandstones facies. In each Tensleep parasequence, this associated facies 
commonly occurs in the upper portions of the eolian sandstones below the marine 
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deposits. This occurrence suggests that the primary sedimentary structure is deformed 
due to marine incursion (Kerr, 1989). 
Marine facies include marine and dolomitic sandstones. These subfacies were 
developed at the bottom of each parasequence below the eolian cross-stratified 
sandstones (Figure 2.10). The marine sandstone facies is composed of rounded, moderate 
to well-sorted, very fine to fine-grained quartz arenites. Wavy lamination, horizontal 
lamination, low-angle cross stratification (<5°), and biogenic traces suggest a shoreface 
or foreshore type of depositional environment. Dolomitic sandstone facies are gray, or 
greenish gray to reddish gray with very fine-grained, subrounded and well-sorted sand 
grains that are embedded in a pervasive dolomite cement. Localized pyrite cement and 
anhydrite nodules are also observable. Horizontal and wavy laminations are common 
with subordinate structureless intervals and biogenic traces. These features probably 
suggest a siliciclastic sabkha or peritidal depositional environment. 
 
2.2.2.4. Parasequences and Bounding Surfaces 
 
A parasequence is defined as a relatively conformable succession of genetically 
related beds or bedsets bounded by marine flooding surfaces and their correlative 
surfaces (Posamentier and Vail, 1988). Within the Tensleep Sandstone, parasequences 
are made up of eolian and marine sandstone couplets. The characteristic repetition 
throughout the Tensleep Sandstone is traceable in outcrop and throughout the subsurface 
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of the Bighorn basin (Carr-Crabaugh and Dunn, 1996; Hurley et al., 2003). The flooding 
of a pre-existing eolian dune field with a decrease in the ratio of sediment supply to 
accommodation space is represented by the marine sandstone that includes marine 
sandstone facies and dolomitic sandstone facies. The outbuilding of the eolian dune field 
is represented by eolian deposits with tabular-planar, large-scale deformed, and interdune 
sandstones at a time when the ratio of sediment supply to accommodation space 
increased. 
For subsurface interpretation, some methods can be applied, such as well-log 
calibration to cores and well-log correlation, to identify the parasequences in the eolian 
Tensleep Sandstone. The tabular-planar sandstone facies has the most contrast in well-log 
character between the marine sandstones and the eolian sandstones. Parasequence 
boundaries are usually placed at the base of the low porosity values from neutron or 
density log traces (Hurley et al., 2003). 
Bounding surfaces are commonly recognized between parasequence boundaries in 
eolian sediments. Based on their extent and regularity, bounding surfaces were identified 
in three orders (first, second, and third order) in ancient eolian sandstones (Brookfield, 
1977) (Figures 2.11 and 2.12). This classification may be useful for application in a 
specific setting, but may not mean the same thing everywhere. Therefore, it should not be 
considered as a unique depositional model describing the origin of bounding surfaces. 
This classification can be modified to suit a particular area (Kocurek, 1996; Fryberger, 












 Figure 2.11. Development of eolian hierarchy illustrates formation of bounding 
surfaces according to draa model. First, second, and third order bounding surfaces are 









Figure 2.12. Three orders of bounding surfaces and their generation by migrating 
bedforms. From Brookfield (1977). 
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Based on Brookfield’s (1977) original classification, Aviantara (1999) developed 
a new bounding-surface classification scheme for the Tensleep Sandstone. This scheme 
includes 0.0-, 1.0-, 2.0-, 3.0-, and 0.1-bounding surfaces (Aviantara, 1999) (Figure 2.13).   
A 0.0-bounding surface constitutes the contact between the marine facies and the 
overlying eolian facies (Figure 2.13). The contact between this facies is usually flat. This 
flat surface represents the re-initiation of eolian sediment accumulation that ceased for 
some period of time and was replaced by marine facies due to flooding of the area. In 
significant distance, the highest rank and most extensive bounding surface can be traced 
laterally and is easily identified in subsurface data. Relatively higher resistance of 
underlying marine sediments promotes differential erosion. Therefore, 0.0-bounding 
surfaces commonly constitute valley bottoms or they create extensive benches in outcrop 
exposures. In the subsurface, marine deposits commonly have low porosity and high 
resistivity (Ciftci, 2001; Wibowo, 2001; Wibowo and Hurley, 2003). 
The 1.0-bounding surfaces initiate and rise upward from the 0.0-bounding 
surfaces (Figure 2.13). They correspond to Brookfield’s (1977) first-order bounding 
surfaces and are also called interdune surfaces (Kocurek, 1996) or stabilization surfaces 
(Fryberger, 1990). 1.0-bounding surfaces are subhorizontal, regionally extensive, low-
relief planes that cut across all underlying eolian cross stratification and lower-rank 
bounding surfaces (such as 2.0-, 3.0-, 0.1-bounding surfaces). In each of these sets, cross 
stratification is truncated by the overlying 1.0-bounding surfaces at the top and is 
tangential to an underlying 1.0-bounding surface at the bottom. 
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Figure 2.13. Bounding surfaces in the eolian Tensleep Sandstone. Associated lithofacies 
are shown in Figure 2.10. From Aviantara (1999). 
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Interdune deposits can occur between these sets along the 1.0-bounding surfaces. 
Although earlier approaches and some later authors (Stokes, 1968; Loope, 1984; Simson 
and Loope, 1985) have related the 1.0-bounding surfaces with deflation to the water 
table, it is widely accepted today that these surfaces represent the migration and 
accumulation of the main bedforms or the draas (Figures 2.11 and 2.12) (Brookfield, 
1977; McKee et al., 1977; Kocurek, 1981 and 1996; Kerr and Dott, 1988; Fryberger, 
1990a; Carr-Crabaugh and Dunn, 1996). 
A 2.0-bounding surface is also called a second-order surface (Brookfield, 1977), 
superposition surface (Kocurek, 1996), or stacking surface (Fryberger, 1990). This 
surface occurs between first-order surfaces and separate bundles of eolian strata sets 
(Figure 2.13). These surfaces were formed by the passage of dunes across the draas 
(Brookfield, 1977 and 1992) or the migration of superimposed smaller-scale dunes across 
the lee face of the main bedform (Kocurek, 1996). They result from the partial erosion of 
a superimposed bedform followed by stacking of a second bedform on the top of first, 
and so on (Figure 2.12) (Wibowo, 2001).   
The 3.0-bounding surfaces, or third-order surfaces (Brookfield, 1977), or growth-
bounding surfaces (Fryberger, 1990) are the reactivation surfaces (Kocurek, 1996) that 
bound eolian cross-strata sets. These sets have no or limited variation in the cross-strata 
dip direction. The 3.0 surfaces represent a change in dune morphology caused by 
fluctuations in wind direction, which results in ceased deposition or minor local erosion 
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for a short period of time. This is followed by a new pattern of deposition that forms 3.0-
bounding surfaces. 
A 0.1-bounding surface or intraset bounding surface corresponds to the 
boundaries of medium- to large-scale trough cross-stratified eolian sandstone intra-sets 
that dip westward with east-west trending through axes (Figure 2.13). Locally, these 
surfaces occur as scours within the upper portions of tabular-planar cross-strata sets. 
These surfaces commonly truncate 2.0- and 3.0-bounding surfaces at the bottom and are 
truncated by 1.0-bounding surfaces at the top. Wind-ripple strata dominate the associated 
eolian sandstones with less common grain-flow strata. These intrasets probably represent 
temporary variations of the wind regime that intensified the westward-directed wind 
component, possibly related to monsoonal climate patterns (Figure 2.6).  
 
2.2.2.5. Reservoir Heterogeneity 
 
The recovery of oil from the Tensleep Sandstone in some fields is as as low as 
15%. Original oil-in-place volumes range into the billions of barrels (Peterson, 1990). 
Poor recovery is caused by permeability anisotropy and an advanced degree of 
depositional compartmentalization. Later diagenesis can accentuate the accumulation and 
preservation processes, which is the main cause of reservoir heterogeneity. Furthermore, 
fractures that are common in anticlinal reservoirs also influence recoveries by altering the 
permeability and flow patterns. 
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In general, reservoir heterogeneity within the Tensleep Sandstone can be grouped 
into small- and large-scale heterogeneities (Figure 2.14) (Carr-Crabaugh and Dunn, 
1996). Small-scale heterogeneities are related to depositional processes that took place 
during the accumulation of the eolian strata. The depositional processes (grainfall, wind-
ripple, and grainflow stratification) have specific thickness, continuity, grain size, 
packing, and sorting characteristics (Figure 2.14-D). Each responds differently to fluid 
flow. On the other hand, reservoir behavior is strongly affected by the bounding surfaces, 
which are the locus of permeability barriers or baffles. Carr-Crabaugh and Dunn (1996) 
and Humphreys (1996) tried to apply this concept to the Tensleep Sandstone in the 
surface and subsurface. They sampled key bounding surfaces and measured the 
directional oil-water relative permeability. Significant directional variations in 
permeability were identified in association with the bounding surfaces (Figures 2.15 and 
2.16). The primary control of these variations is the contrast in grain packing across a 
bounding surface. Bounding surfaces commonly separate tightly packed wind-ripple 
laminae from the underlying loosely packed grain-fall laminae. The tightly packed and 
highly cemented interdune facies may also accompany the bounding surfaces, 
particularly in the case of 1.0-bounding surfaces. Fluid flow is significantly lower across 
the bounding surface than parallel to it. Different orders of internal bounding surfaces 
break reservoir sandstones into flow compartments at different scales (Figure 2.14) 
(Emme et al., 1971; Andrews and Higgins, 1984; Fryberger, 1990a; Shebl, 1995; 
Humphreys, 1996; Carr-Crabaugh and Dunn, 1996; Aviantara, 1999; Wibowo, 2001; 
Wibowo and Hurley, 2003). 
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Figure 2.14. Comparison of scales of reservoir heterogeneity in the Tensleep 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The 0.0 surfaces are formed by exposure of the carbonates. Figure 2.14 shows the 
large-scale heterogeneities that were introduced by preservation processes when marine 
flooding of the Tensleep Sandstone resulted in the formation of sandy dolostone. This 
caused the placement of eolian accumulations below the regional base level of erosion 
and promoted preservation (Kocurek, 1996). The heavily cemented and dolomitic marine 
facies within the Tensleep Sandstone contributes to compartmentalization by acting as 
vertical barriers to fluid flow between eolian cross-stratified sandstone units. Fractures 
may allow fluid communication between discrete eolian sandstone units if they exist 
(Emmett et al., 1971; Carr-Crabaugh and Dunn, 1996; Aviantara, 1999; Ciftci, 2001; 
Wibowo, 2001). 
  
 2.2.3. Local Stratigraphy 
 
In the study area, the Tensleep Sandstone consists of seven different reservoir 
layers determined by log signatures, core descriptions, and dolomitic interbeds. These 
layers are used to build the correlations in the study area. The reservoir subdivisions used 
in this study are similar to the layers used by Borah-Borah (1996) and Wibowo (2001), 
with an additional layer T6 at the base. According to previous studies, each reservoir 
layer could be an independent oil trap. 
  Sage Creek field is not like other Tensleep accumulations where the pay sands 
are stacked one upon another, and have common oil water contacts. Instead, Sage Creek 
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might be better thought of as several distinct Tensleep fields, in different zones, that on 
occasion overlap each other (Borah-Borah, 1996). The Tensleep Sandstone reservoirs are 
designated from top to bottom (T/T1), T2, T3, T4, T5, and T6 (Figure 2.17). This 
classification has some similarities with Conoco and Marathon layering schemes. The T2 
and T3 layers in Borah-Borah (1996) are equivalent to Conoco and Marathon A, B, and C 
layers, and Borah-Borah’s (1996) T4 is equivalent to D and E Conoco and Marathon 
layers. The T and T1 names have been used in places for the upper Tensleep member, as 
there are two definable sands that act as one reservoir (Wibowo, 2001).  
The Phosphoria Formation was deposited unconformably over the Tensleep 
Sandstone. This unconformity is a result of regional progressive truncation of Tensleep 
sands that moved to the south, characterized by local downcutting of Phosphoria 
channels. Areas that were high prior to Phosphoria time were often more deeply eroded, 
and the lower areas had thicker preserved Tensleep sections (Borah-Borah, 1996). 
The Tensleep Sandstone was deposited conformably over the Amsden Formation. 
The boundary of these formations is characterized by facies changes in the upper part of 
the Amsden Formation and lower part of the Tensleep Sandstone. In the upper part of the 
Amsden, the dolomite content increases and becomes more marine-influenced. In the 
Tensleep, the amount or percentage of sand increases and the reservoirs become less 
marine-influenced and more eolian. 
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 Figure 2.17. Log type of Sage Creek Unit (SCU) #21 in study area shows seven sub-zones in the Tensleep Sandstone (modified from Borah-Borah, 1996).  
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A series of repetitive depositional cycles characterizes the Tensleep Sandstone, 
and these depositional cycles have a relationship with sea-level fluctuation processes. The 
sandstones were deposited as sabkhas and beaches in the lower Tensleep, and become 
dune-related environments in the upper Tensleep. When sea level rose, the dolomites 
started to fill the areas between sand bodies and covered the sands as vertical seals for 
underlying reservoirs. 
In the lower Tensleep, the porosity and permeability of sands are greatly affected 
by the dolomites. The upper Tensleep, which has no dolomite cap, has higher average 
porosities and permeabilities than the lower Tensleep (Borah-Borah, 1996). 
 
2.3. Structural Geology 
 
The following section describes the regional structural geology and the local 
structural geology in the vicinity of Sage Creek field. 
 
2.3.1. Regional Structural Geology 
 
The Bighorn basin is an asymmetrical structural basin that trends to the northwest 
with the axis closer to the western and southwestern flanks (Curry, 1983). This basin is 
about 120 mi (192 km) long and 90 mi (144 km) wide and covers approximately 10,000 
mi2 (25,600 km2) of the cratonic shelf in northwestern Wyoming and southwestern 
Montana.  
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This basin is bordered by the Bighorn Mountains to the east, the Owl Creek 
Mountains to the south, the Absaroka and Beartooth Mountains to the west, and the Nye-
Bowler fault zone to the north (Figures 2.18 and 2.19).  
The basin is characterized by elongate, doubly plunging, symmetrical and 
asymmetrical anticlines along its margins (Stone, 1967; Hoppin and Jennings, 1971; 
Paylor et al., 1989). 
The Bighorn basin and its bounding uplifts are foreland deformation features that 
formed during the Laramide orogeny. The Laramide orogeny began during the early 
Campanian and extended into the late Eocene (Tweto, 1975). As such, they are part of the 
Central Rocky Mountain tectonic framework. The compressional forces that produced the 
Rocky Mountain foreland structures are attributed to eastward-dipping subduction at the 
western margin of the continent (Sales, 1968; Snoke, 1993). 
Thrust-fault geometry has been observed in many of Wyoming’s basement 
involved uplifts (Smithson, 1979; Blackstone, 1986). The horizontal shortening model 
also suggests that fault propagation folding is the main deformation style responsible for 
the folding of pre-Laramide sedimentary deposits. In this way, many faulted, 
asymmetrical anticlines formed along the rim of the Bighorn basin (Fox et al., 1975). The 
primary mechanism of folding is concentric or flexural slip folding which is 
accomplished by bedding-plane slip without altering the thickness of individual strata. 
This type of geometry implies that the anticlines tighten downward and finally detach at a  
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 Figure 2.18. Major basement highs, Eocene volcanics and Montana lineament 
that surround the Bighorn basin in northern Wyoming and southern Montana. 












































































































basal decollement. These folds are mostly oriented in a northwest direction parallel to the 
Bighorn uplift, but a few are oriented in a southwest direction. 
During the Paleozoic, the Bighorn basin was not a true structural basin. The area 
subsided during the Lower Cambrian and deposited the Flathead Sandstone. At the end of 
the Mississippian, weathering of the subaerally exposed surface led to karst topography 
in the uppermost Madison Formation (Mallory, 1967; Fanshawe, 1971). At the end of the 
Pennsylvanian (Post-Desmoinesian), folding and erosion created a regional unconformity 
on the Tensleep Sandstone (Mallory, 1967; Simmons and Scholle, 1992). During the 
early Permian, the western and northern parts of the basin were uplifted, resulting in a 
regional southward tilt and truncation of the Tensleep Sandstone. Laramide deformation 
reached the Bighorn basin area by the late Campanian, but the timing and duration of 
deformation varied for individual uplifts. Snoke (1993) determined that the Laramide 
orogeny included all structures from late Cretaceous to early Eocene. At the end of the 
Wasatchian, the Laramide orogeny was completed in most parts of Wyoming.  
 
2.3.2. Local Structural Geology 
 
Sage Creek field is located on a well-developed asymmetric fold in the northern 
part of the Bighorn basin. The trend of the structure is to the northwest-southeast, which 
is parallel to the Bighorn Mountain front. The structure has about 500 ft (150 m) of 
structural closure (Wibowo, 2001). The NW-SE deep thrust fault in the Sage Creek field 
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formed the anticline with an eastward movement direction. The fold occurred probably 
during the Laramide orogeny from the Late Cretaceous to Early Tertiary. Structural 
activities during the Laramide orogeny did not result in stratigraphic changes prior to the 
Cretaceous Frontier Sandstone (Borah-Borah, 1996).  
Figure 2.20 shows that the Sage Creek anticline was cut by several northeast to 
southwest trending faults, which have lateral and vertical movement (Borah-Borah, 
1996). These faults have had recurrent movement through time, have controlled the 
erosion of the upper Tensleep in places, and have caused significant changes in thickness 
of the Mowry to Chugwater interval. These faults have controlled the distribution of 
hydrocarbons in the field and also affect fluid flow within the reservoir (Borah-Borah, 
1996; Wibowo, 2001). 
 
2.4. Petroleum Geology 
 
The source of hydrocarbons in the Bighorn basin is from several formations. The 
Permian Phosphoria Formation, Cretaceous Mowry, Frontier, Mesaverde, and Meeteetse 
Formations are the most hydrocarbon-rich source rocks in the Bighorn basin (Meissner et 
al., 1984; Gries et al., 1996). Paleozoic and Triassic oil in the basin is mainly derived 
from the Permian Phosphoria Formation (Stone, 1967). This determination is based on 
lithological data such as the abundance of dark-colored, phosphatic, organic-rich 
calcareous mudstone and shale interbeds within the Phosphoria Formation.  
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Figure 2.20. Structural map of the Sage Creek field, showing the Dinwoody structure.
(From Borah-Borah, 1996). 
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Oil occurs in almost every marine facies of the Phosphoria Formation in the 
Bighorn basin and elsewhere on the Wyoming shelf (Stone, 1967). Phosphoria source 
rocks have a good geochemical relationship with the commercially produced 
hydrocarbons from Paleozoic and Triassic reservoirs. 
The maximum burial and the time of hydrocarbon generation of the Permian 
strata through most of the basin occurred at the end of the Cretaceous (Figure 2.21). 
Maturation of organic-rich phosphatic shales of the Phosphoria Formation probably 
occurred during this time period (Heasler et al., 1996). Several previous authors 
determined that Phosphoria oil formed in western Wyoming and migrated as far as the 
eastern Powder River basin (Sheldon, 1967; Claypool et al., 1978). The calcareous 
shales, siltstones, and tight carbonates of the Dinwoody Formation are the main effective 
cap rocks for most Paleozoic and Triassic reservoirs in the Bighorn basin. Red shales and 
evaporites of the Triassic Chugwater Group, and also the fine-grained impervious Goose 
Egg Formation could act as a good seal rock over Paleozoic and Triassic reservoirs 
(Borah-Borah, 1996). In some areas, the impermeable red beds and evaporites of the 
lower Amsden Formation could also become cap rocks. This condition sealed some 
hydrocarbons within the underlying Madison Limestone. 
Oil and gas resources in the Bighorn basin primarily occur in structural traps 
around the basin margins, with the contribution of less common stratigraphic traps (Gries 
et al., 1996). Many structural traps have strong surface anticlinal expressions unless they 
are deeply buried in the basin. Numerous formations, ranging in age from Cambrian to 








Figure 2.21. Diagram shows burial history in the Bighorn basin from well Bridger
Butte #3 (sw/ne Sec. 30, T54N-R96W). Detailed formation names are shown in
Figure 2.2. This diagram shows that the Phosphoria Formation was rapidly buried at





Madison, Tensleep, Phosphoria and Frontier are the principle formations that 
contribute to production. Among them, late Paleozoic reservoirs hold 90% of the 
discovered reserves in the basin. Sandstone is the dominant reservoir rock except for 
carbonates of the Phosphoria Formation and Madison Limestone. 
The Tensleep Sandstone reservoir at Sage Creek field was discovered in July 
1952, with the completion of the Fox #3 (Section 7, T57N-R98W, also known as SCU 
#3) for an initial potential of 224 BOPD and 20% water cut. Subsequent Tensleep 
development led to 31 producers and 32 dry holes. Some characteristics of Tensleep 
reservoirs in Sage Creek field are: average porosity from core is 15%; average 
permeability from core is 192 md; average pay thickness is 100 ft (30 m); there is a tilted 
oil-water contact; the gas-oil ratio is 30:1; initial pressure was 1400 psi; and, there is a 
strong water drive. Oil characteristics are: oil gravity is 23.5o API; sulfur content is 
2.85%; and nitrogen content is 0.198% (Borah-Borah, 1996; Wyoming Geological 
Association, 1989).  
The Sage Creek Tensleep reservoir produced 12.1 MMBO and 125 MMBW prior 
to December 1989 (Wyoming Geological Association, 1989). There are twenty-three 
wells that produce about 390 BOPD and 13,600 BWPD. Under current operations, the 
estimated ultimate recovery (EUR) for this field is 15.4 MMBO, with the remaining 
reserves estimated at 3.3 MMBO (Borah-Borah, 1996). The Equity Oil Company is the 
current operator of the field. 
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Production in the Sage Creek field was first established in June 1948, with the 
completion of the Dorothy Fox #1 (Section 5, T57N-98W) in the Madison Limestone for 
an initial potential of 732 BOPD and 44 BWPD. Soon after this well, the #2 Fox (Section 
7, T57N-98W) was completed for 24 BOPD and 6 BWPD from the Madison. These two 
wells have produced about 300 MBO. Several other unsuccessful completion attempts 
were made in the Madison. Most recently, the SCU #21 well (Section 7, T57N-98W), 
tested 25 BOPD and 1200 BWPD from the Madison. 
Pedry (1975) and Stone (1967) suggested that hydrodynamic flow in this field is 
the main factor that causes the tilted oil-water contact (Figure 2.22). As an alternative, 
Todd (1963) and Lawson and Smith (1966) determined that oil had been emplaced in 
paleostructures that formed before the Laramide orogeny. Later deformation may have 






Figure 2.22. Structural map of Sage Creek field that shows the main
direction of hydrodynamic flow, postulated oil-water contact (OWC) before







Figure 2.23. Diagram shows the tilted oil-water contact (OWC) on top of the
anticline structure in the Sage Creek field. From Borah-Borah (1996), based on




BEAR CANYON OUTCROP STUDY 
 
Wibowo (2001) measured a stratigraphic section in the Tensleep Sandstone at 
Bear Canyon, Pryor Mountains, Montana (Figure 3.1). Previously, Mankiewicz and 
Steidtmann (1979) published a measured section from the same area (Figure 3.2).  
The Tensleep is well exposed for a distance of 1 mi (1.6 km) in the vicinity of 
Wibowo’s (2001) measured section. This chapter is examines the lateral continuity of 




Bear Canyon lies in the Pryor Mountains, about 7 mi (11 km) north of Sage Creek 
field (Figure 3.1). The canyon is located in Section 4, T9S-R26E, Carbon County, 
Montana. Bear Canyon is only a 20-minute drive along the dirt road from U.S. Highway 
310, Montana or about 45 minutes from the city of Lovell, Wyoming. With 190 ft (58 m) 
of total thickness of the Tensleep Sandstone, this outcrop is a good analog to the 
producing interval in nearby Sage Creek field. 
The Bear Canyon measured section in Wibowo (2001) has similarities when it is 


































































































See explanation in Figure 3.3 
 
 
Figure 3.2.  Comparison of measured section at Bear Canyon, Section 3-4, T9S-R26E,
Carbon County, Montana with Mankiewicz and Steidtmann (1979) measured section.
(Wibowo, 2001).  
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Canyon was one of several measured sections described by Mankiewicz and Steidtmann 
(1979) as part of their regional correlation.  
The Tensleep Sandstone is exposed in a series of hills with an average elevation 
of 300 ft (91 m). This characteristic makes the Bear Canyon outcrop an excellent location 
for the study of the Tensleep Sandstone in an interval equivalent to Sage Creek field 
(Wibowo, 2001). 
The outcrop was measured along a line N 30°W with 10° bedding dip to the NNE. 
Total thickness of the section is 210 ft (64 m). The starting point is assumed to be in the 
Ranchester Limestone member of the Amsden Formation (Figures 3.3 and 3.4). 
Gamma ray values were measured every half-foot along the section using a 
gamma ray scintillometer (Wibowo, 2001). At each station, five gamma ray readings 
were recorded. The results were computed by eliminating the highest and lowest reading, 
and taking an average of the three remaining readings. The GR profile is shown in the 




The measured section location is about in the middle part of the Bear Canyon 
outcrop. The section started in the Ranchester Limestone member of the Amsden 
Formation. This unit consists of limestone and dolomitic sandstone lithologies. The 
lithologies are hard, massive but fractured, and white to very light brown or gray in color.  
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Figure 3.3.  Lithology profile from Bear Canyon measured section that shows the
distribution of eolian and marine facies. On the left side is the GR scintillometer





Top of Section 




Base of Section  
 Figure 3.4. Bear Canyon measured section (Sec. 4, T9S-R26E, Carbon County,
Montana) showing line of section and eolian-marine boundary. The white car at
bottom left is 21 ft (6.4 m) long. Modified from Wibowo (2001).  
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This measured section is divided into marine facies in the lower part of the section 
and eolian facies in the upper part (Figures 3.5 and 3.8). The boundary between these 
facies is marked by the end of dominantly dolomitic sandstones with dolomite layers at 
the top of each bed sandstone, with lighter color and less dolomite cement. 
The appearance of burrows within the marine interval indicates a very shallow-
water to shoreface environment. The structureless and parallel lamination within beds 
suggests a siliciclastic sabkha or peritidal depositional environment. 
In the eolian facies group, the tabular-planar cross-stratified sandstones are the 
most common lithofacies that are observed (Figure 3.6). This eolian facies consists of 
well-rounded, well-sorted, and fine to very fine-grained quartz arenites.       
The eolian facies is dominated by grain-flow stratification with some ripple 
stratification. Wind-ripple stratification is commonly observable in the lower parts of the 
cross strata set with dips ranging from horizontal up to 12° (Figure 3.6).  
Interdune sandstones are characterized by horizontal layers and commonly appear 
as lenses between tabular-planar cross-stratified sandstone sets. This facies consists of 
well-rounded, well-sorted, and fine to very fine-grained quartz arenites. The quartz 
arenites in this facies are usually coarser grained than in the other eolian facies. The 
sedimentary structures commonly observed in this facies are wavy lamination and wind-
ripple stratification. Subaqueous features such as wave-rippled sandstones, laminated 
sandstones, and dolostones are locally observable indicating standing water in interdune 





Figure 3.5. The boundary between eolian facies and marine facies is marked by a 









Figure 3.6.  Dolomitic sandstone shows the tabular planar cross strata with wind 
ripple lamination at the base followed by grain flow facies. Deformed facies occurs at 
the top. Dashed lines separate sets of cross strata. The backpack is 1.5 ft (0.5 m) tall. 
(From Wibowo, 2001). 
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Large-scale deformed sandstones facies are present near the top of the section. 
This facies is associated with tabular planar cross-stratified sandstones (Figure 3.7) and 
commonly occurs in the upper portions of the eolian sandstones just below marine 
deposits in each parasequence. This occurrence suggests that the primary sedimentary 
structure is deformed due to marine incursion (Kerr, 1989). 
Compared to other Tensleep outcrops, the development of the eolian system at 
Bear Canyon is relatively thin (Mankiewicz and Steidtmann, 1979). The total eolian 
thickness in the section is only about 70 feet (21 m), and a single set could reach as much 
as 20 ft (6 m) (Wibowo, 2001). This is thin when compared to the outcrop at the Alkali 
Creek that reaches 110 ft (33.5 m) total, with single sets as thick as 50 ft (17 m) 
(Aviantara, 1999; Ciftci, 2001). 
The gamma ray scintillometer signatures of these lithofacies show a higher value 
for marine sandstone facies compared to eolian sands. The lower gamma ray reading in 
the eolian interval yields a blocky profile within grain-flow dominated sandstones. In 
contrast, interdune sandstone facies have high GR readings, and lower parts of the 
tabular-planar cross-stratified sets are intermediate, as a result of the gradation from 
wind-ripple dominated strata at the base to the grain-flow dominated strata at the top of a 




In order to get a better view of the outcrop and measured section, some pictures 
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Figure 3.7.  Large scale deformed sandstone lithofacies in the Upper Tensleep 
eolian interval. Rock hammer is 1 ft (0.3 m) in length. From Wibowo (2001)  
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have been taken in the Bear Canyon study area. These pictures were stitched and marked 
to show the eolian-marine facies, eolian-marine boundary, and sedimentary structures. 
Figure 3.8 is a photomosaic of the northern wall of the Bear Canyon outcrop that shows 
the boundary between marine and eolian facies, a 0.0-bounding surface, measured section 
location, and formation thickness. Because of erosion, some parts of the outcrop are not 
clear enough to correlate.  
 In the Bear Canyon outcrop, all lithofacies types that have been described in the 
previous chapter are present except for the intraset sandstones. The upper (eolian) and 
lower (marine) sections of Tensleep Sandstone can be seen in Figures 3.4 and 3.8.  
The boundary between eolian facies and marine facies is marked by the end of 
dominantly dolomitic sandstones with dolomite layers at the top of each bed to sandstone 
with lighter color and less dolomite cement. The GR profile shows that the eolian facies 
exhibits consistently lower GR values compared to the marine facies (Wibowo, 2001).  
The upper part of Tensleep interval in this section is dominated by the tabular 
planar cross-stratified sandstone facies. This facies is characterized by large to very large 
cross-bedded units, bounded by planar surfaces to form tabular bodies. The sandstone 
itself consists of well-rounded, well-sorted, and fine to very fine-grained quartz arenites. 
The lower part of Tensleep interval is dominated by marine sandstones 
characterized by light gray to light brown sands (Figure 3.5). Sedimentary structures such 
as wavy lamination, horizontal lamination, and low-angle cross stratification can be 
found in this facies. Burrows, which are evidence of organic activity, are very common in 










                    
 
 




    
 Legend:  A. Eolian – Marine boundary 
                    B. Measured section line and location 
C. Dolomite layer              
Figure 3.8.   Photomosaic of Tensleep outcrop at Bear Canyon, showing the entire ridge (A – A’). A: The boundary between upper 
eolian and lower marine section of Tensleep interval that appears about 105 ft (32 m) from the base. B: Measured section by Wibowo 
(2001) is 210 ft (64 m) in length. C: Dolomite layer at top of section. The contacts A and C were drawn based upon the author’s 





Inset Map of Topography 
A A’ 
WEST EAST 1400 ft, Average West – East Spacing Between Wells in Sage Creek Field 
230 ft 
0                  70 m 
105 ft 32 m 
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The marine sandstone facies appears just before the dolomitic sandstone facies 
that caps the Upper Tensleep and makes a rigid dolomitic sandstone layer that can be 
traced along the entire Bear Canyon area. The interdune facies is present as thin beds (1-3 
ft) with horizontal stratification, wavy lamination, and biogenic traces. The wet 





The Tensleep Sandstone in Bear Canyon shows major differences between the 
Upper and Lower portions, related primarily to proportions of chemical and clastic rock 
and to sabkha versus eolian dune depositional processes (Mankiewicz and Steidtmann, 
1979). The lower Tensleep was deposited under supratidal, intertidal, and subtidal to 
lagoonal conditions. Dunes are rare, and the rocks contain up to 35 weight percent detrital 
carbonate. Eolian intervals in this lower section are cemented primarily by dolomite 
(Wibowo, 2001). 
Bear Canyon was deposited at the edge of the sand area (erg) or in an area that 
had a lack of sediment supply. This hypothesis is supported by the tabular-planar cross-
strata sets in Upper Tensleep eolian interval that have thickness of not more than 20 ft (6 
m). Another hypothesis is that the Bear Canyon area was located in a tectonically stable 
area. So, the development of eolian facies could not reach a maximum due to continuous 
erosion by the wind (Wibowo, 2001).  
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 Another hypothesis that can be applied to Bear Canyon is the Dunn et al. (1996) 
hypothesis. They suggested that the eolian Tensleep Sandstone thickened to the west of 
the Bighorn basin and shows a significant local thickness variation along the basin. In 
their analysis, local thickness variations were caused by subtle differences in local 
subsidence rates. During exposure, the same local variations in subsidence affected the 
thickness of dolomitic units and the degree of differential erosion into the dolomites and 
sandstones. 
The continuity of individual marine dolomitic units is controlled by depositional 
and post-depositional processes. In the depositional processes, the marine facies in this 
basin was affected by the rate of sediment supply and the rate of sea-level rise. The 
marine units were restricted to the western portions of the basin when the rate of 
sediment supply was greater than sea-level rise. On the contrary, the marine incursion 
extended far to the east if the rate of sea-level rise was significantly greater than the rate 
of sediment supply. The higher frequency of marine incursions on the western side of the 
Bighorn basin resulted in thinner individual sequences on average, which are more 
dominated by interdune accumulations than the equivalent strata in the southeastern 
Bighorn basin (Dunn et al., 1996). Compared to the rise of sea level, the Bear Canyon 
area apparently had a lack of sediment supply during the deposition of the Lower 
Tensleep. 
It has been recognized that the heavily cemented marine dolomitic units can 
contribute to compartmentalization in Tensleep reservoirs by acting as vertical barriers to 
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fluid flow between the eolian cross-stratified sandstones (Dunn et al., 1996). The 
appearance of the dolomitic sandstone layers within the Tensleep interval and decreasing 
thickness of the eolian facies make the Bear Canyon Tensleep a less attractive reservoir 
than equivalent intervals in other places within the Bighorn basin. However, fracturing of 
the dolomitic units, which is common along the axes of structures, allows fluid 
communication between the eolian sandstones (Emmett et al., 1971; Dunn et al., 1996).  
The Bear Canyon measured section provides the opportunity to see the reservoir 
facies at Sage Creek field in outcrop. However, because this study has only one measured 
section, there was not enough control to properly define the detailed facies geometry and 
bounding surfaces. To solve this problem, future work with a detailed outcrop study in 
Bear Canyon is needed using closely spaced measured sections to study lateral variability 
in sandstone layers. Based upon the photomosaic presented in this chapter, lateral 
continuity of eolian-marine beds appear to be good on the scale of the average well 








Sage Creek field produces oil mainly from the Tensleep Sandstone, with lesser 
production from the Madison Limestone. The distribution of reservoir rocks in this field 
will be discussed in this chapter, including a series of cross sections, structure and 
isopach maps, and maps of production data in order to get a basic knowledge of the 
reservoir for future development. 
    
4.2. Location 
 
In order to understand the depositional pattern in Sage Creek field, it is necessary 
to construct a series of cross sections in a grid across the field. The sections represent 
northwest-southeast (NW–SE) and southwest-northeast (SW–NE) lines, which are 
perpendicular and parallel to the trend of the paleowind direction (to the south-southwest) 
in the Bighorn basin. 
The index map (Figure 4.1) shows the grid of cross sections within the Sage 
Creek field.  There are 20 cross section lines, which include 68 wells located in T57N –
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Figure 4.1. Sage Creek field index map shows grid of cross sections, available well data, 
townships and sections, border between counties, and two different trending faults. The 
cross sections shown with bold blue lines are discussed in this chapter. Other cross 
sections are shown in Appendix A.  
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and NW–SE cross sections are labeled L–L’ through T–T’. 
 All well logs used in this study are hard copies or raster logs. Not all cross 
sections are shown in this chapter. However, Appendix A shows all of the cross sections, 
including log tops, names, locations, and API numbers of wells that were used in each 
cross section.  
 
4.3. Correlation Framework - Methods 
 
The correlations were built based on Wibowo (2001) correlations. He constructed 
cross sections across the Sage Creek field to get an understanding of the depositional 
pattern and the distribution of Tensleep Sandstone reservoirs.  
Well log data were provided by Phoenix Production Co., and MJ System raster 
log files. The well log data included gamma ray, resistivity, density, neutron, and some 
sonic logs. However, calibration work (register depth, straighten logs) had to be applied 
to all wells in this field that had raster logs. Once the logs had been calibrated using the 
Log Sleuth program, the log images were imported into GeoPlus PETRA software.  
The cross sections are built based on the strategy of revealing as much as possible 
concerning the correlation of reservoir units and bounding surfaces within the Tensleep 
section. Availability of logs within the field and the depth interval covered by the logs 
were also the main factors considered in constructing the cross sections. Most of the 
wells in the cross sections were correlated from the Dinwoody through Tensleep 
intervals, although some wells could be correlated through the top of the Madison 
Limestone.
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All correlations in this study used the top of the T3 zone as the stratigraphic 
datum, following the practice of Wibowo (2001). The reason this zone was chosen is 
because almost all wells included in the cross sections have the T3 top, and also this zone 
divides the Tensleep Sandstone into 2 sections (Upper Tensleep and Lower Tensleep). 
These sections will be discussed in the following subchapter. 
 
4.3.1. Well Log Signatures 
 
The uppermost pick is the top of the Dinwoody Formation (Triassic). This 
formation is a greenish-gray, silty unit capped by anhydrite. The Dinwoody Formation 
ranges in thickness from 15-50 ft (4.5-15 m) and has a potential to become an effective 
hydrocarbon seal over the entire area. Although this formation has no hydrocarbon-
producing potential, as an impermeable layer it plays an important role for potential 
reservoirs underneath (Wibowo, 2001). 
The Dinwoody Formation lies unconformably above the Permian Phosphoria 
Formation. The Phosphoria consists of dolomite, cherty shaly siltstones, and anhydrite 
throughout the region. The contact with the overlying Dinwoody is usually marked by a 
blocky shape with low gamma ray (GR) and low porosity log (density/neutron/sonic) 
readings (Figures 4.2 and 4.3). This formation was developed on top of the Tensleep after 
its erosion. The interval contains more and thicker anhydrite in the northern half of the 
area. 
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section 7; T57N; R97W
Elev. KB: 4154’; GL:4144’
API#: 49-003-20923
Date logged: 29 Mar 1996
Figure 4.2 Tensleep Sandstone type log at Sage Creek Unit (SCU) #21, shows the 
division of the Tensleep Sandstone into seven subzones. Modified from Borah-Borah 
(1996).
Figure 4.2. Tensleep Sandstone type log at Sage Creek Unit (SCU) #21, shows the 







































































COMPANY: SUN RAY OIL CORPORATION
WELL        : SAGE CREEK UNIT No. 7
FIELD       : SAGE CREEK
COUNTY  : BIG HORN       STATE: WYO
LOCATION: SW-SW-SW
                    SECTION  7-57N-97W
LOG MEAS.   FROM  K.B.  ELEV. 4183 ft
DRLG MEAS. FROM K.B.  ELEV. 4183 ft
PERM. DATUM         G.R.  ELEV. 4171 ft
Figure 4.3 Tensleep Sandstone log from Sage Creek Unit (SCU) #7, shows the division 
within Tensleep Sandstone into seven subzones. This is an example of the reservoir zonation 
from  an older gamma ray - neutron log. Modified after Borah-Borah (1996).
Figure 4.3. An older gamma ray-neutron log example of the Tensleep Sandstone from 
Sage Creek Unit (SCU) #7, showing seven subzones of the Tensleep Sandstone. After 
Borah-Borah (1996). 
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The Tensleep Sandstone was divided into seven zones in each well. This method 
followed correlations by Borah-Borah (1996) and Wibowo (2001). Each zone overlies a 
low porosity, usually high gamma ray dolomite that grades downward into sandstone 
with variable porosity and low gamma ray signature (Figure 4.2 and 4.3). The dolomite 
that separates zone T from zone T1 displays a low gamma ray character but still forms a 
reliable marker. In some places, this dolomite shows as a thicker interval, but in some 
places it also appears as a thin layer and is very difficult to recognize. 
The dolomites in each zone represent shallow-marine deposits laid down during 
marine transgressions. Each zone represents a parasequence bounded by marine 
transgressions during the development of the Tensleep Sandstone. The Upper Tensleep 
interval is dominated by eolian deposits and is marked as zone T through zone T2, 
whereas the Lower Tensleep interval is dominated by eolian to marine and tidal/subtidal 
environment and is marked as zone T3 through zone T6 (Figures 4.2 and 4.3). 
In general, zone T2 ranges in thickness from 50-70 ft (15-21 m), which is thicker 
than zones T and T1, almost always more porous, and consistently shows the best 
reservoir parameters. Zone T2 has a low GR reading and a better porosity reading 
compared to other intervals. Because of its great thickness, zone T2 may be an 
amalgamation of more than one parasequence. 
  The Lower Tensleep, which is zones T3 – T6, is composed of mixed eolian, 
shallow-marine, and tidal to subtidal or sabkha environments. There is variability in 
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thickness and porosity development; lithologies are commonly dolomite and anhydrite 
cemented. Impermeable intervals occur between layers. 
The parasequence sets within the Tensleep throughout the Bighorn basin are 
marked by the dolomite intervals. Kerr and Dott (1988) described subzones within the 
Tensleep Sandstone that decrease in number from south to north due to progressive 
truncation at the base of the Phosphoria and Goose Egg member on the top of the eolian 
Tensleep. Aviantara (1999) reported six parasequences within the Tensleep Sandstone at 
Byron field, about 12 mi (7.5 km) southeast of Sage Creek field. 
The contact between the Tensleep and Phosphoria is generally picked at the top of 
the uppermost low gamma ray unit in the Tensleep. High GR and porosity readings near 
this zone are generally included in Phosphoria, which is known to contain phosphatic, 
cherty silty carbonate units near the base (Wibowo, 2001). The contact itself is truncated 
and highly irregular in nature. Topography developed on it not only from inherited 
topography on the Upper Tensleep dunes, but also from pre-Permian erosion by south-
southeastward flowing streams. Because this erosion formed a major valley through the 
area, the upper zones of the Tensleep may be missing, thus leaving lower zones such as 
T1 or T2 exposed immediately below the contact.  
Structure maps have been constructed for each formation top to show the 
subsurface structural configuration of each top. The local structural geology discussed in 
Chapter 2 explains that subsurface structures have affected erosion of the Upper 
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Tensleep, controlled the distribution of oil in the field, and affected fluid flow within the 
reservoir (Phoenix Production Co., 1993; Borah-Borah, 1996). 
 
4.3.2. Comparison to Outcrop 
 
In this section, the measured section at Bear Canyon and subsurface data from the 
Fox #1 and Sage Creek Unit (SCU) #21 wells are correlated in order to show the 
continuity and development of the Tensleep Sandstone from surface to subsurface. 
The measured section at Bear Canyon is located about 7 mi (11 km) to the north 
of Sage Creek field. At this location, the total thickness of the Tensleep Sandstone 
interval is only about 190 ft (58 m). It is thinner when compared to the interval at Sage 
Creek field, which is about 225 ft (69 m) thick. 
The schematic correlation of the Tensleep Sandstone from the Fox #1 well, the 
SCU #21 well, to the Bear Canyon measured section is shown in Figure 4.4. The 
correlation shows the thickness decrease of the Lower Tensleep towards Bear Canyon 
(Figure 4.5). In the correlation of Wibowo (2001), the GR from a scintillometer at Bear 
Canyon is correlated to GR readings of subsurface well logs. The signatures of the GR 
can be used to correlate the bounding surfaces within the eolian Tensleep interval.  
The first-order bounding surfaces tend to have high GR readings that reflect the 
downgraded porosity values due to cementing by dolomite at the surface during 
deposition. This may relate to high uranium content in dolomite cements that cause 
higher gamma ray readings. It may also relate to clay content within the interdune facies 














































Figure 4.4. Map showing the correlation of Fox #1, SCU #21, and Bear 
Canyon measured section. SCU #21 is 1.3 miles north of Fox #1, and Bear 
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Figure 4.5. Correlation of Fox #1, SCU #21, and Bear Canyon measured section showing the comparison of surface data and subsurface data (well logs and core). The difference between eolian-dominated Upper 
Tensleep and marine to tidal dominated Lower Tensleep is shown from GR reading values with well log data. (Wibowo, 2001).  
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Hydrocarbon reservoirs of the Upper Tensleep (zones T through T2) have the best 
reservoir parameters in the subsurface. Zones T – T2 have thick eolian sandstones 
compared to zones T3 through T6 that have dominantly marine and tidal influence. 
Reservoir quality in the Lower Tensleep is decreased by organic activity, soft-sediment 
deformation, and early cementation with dolomite and anhydrite that can clearly be seen 
in outcrop (Wibowo, 2001). 
 
4.4. Correlation Framework - Results 
 
Stratigraphic and structural correlations are fundamental steps in subsurface 
interpretation, particularly to predict the fault patterns and depositional distribution of 
formation intervals. These cross sections display variations in thickness, and the profile 
of the top and bottom of the reservoir.  
This chapter shows not only stratigraphic and structural cross sections, but also 
structural and isopach maps. All cross sections and maps were constructed using PETRA 
software. The greatest difficulty in building the maps and cross-sections was the proper 
identification of tops. These problems could be caused by the poor quality of log images, 
the error during importing data from Log Sleuth to the PETRA program, or incomplete 
well log data from some wells. 
 
4.4.1. Stratigraphic and Structural Cross Sections 
 
An interpretation was made by using the top of zone T3 as a datum for all 
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stratigraphic cross sections. This datum is similar to the datum used by Wibowo (2001) in 
his study. Two cross section orientations are used to interpret the lateral continuity, 
reservoir distribution, stratigraphic framework, and structural controls of the Tensleeep 
Sandstone in Sage Creek field. These orientations are perpendicular and parallel to the 
general southwest trend of the paleowind direction in the Bighorn basin. 
The 20 cross section lines in this study were built into 40 cross sections, which are 
20 stratigraphic cross sections and 20 structural cross sections. In this chapter, there are 
only 9 cross sections (4 stratigraphic and 2 structural cross sections parallel to paleowind 
direction; and 2 stratigraphic and 1 structural cross sections perpendicular to paleowind 
direction) that will be discussed (Figure 4.1). The rest of the cross sections can be seen in 
Appendix A. 
The tops of the Dinwoody, Phosphoria, and Tensleep Formations, including all 
zones in the Tensleep Sandstone, were recognized in almost all wells. Unfortunately, 
because of the limited depths of wells, the appearance of the Amsden and Madison 
Formations were rare in this field. Only a few wells reach these formation depths. 
 
4.4.1.1. SW – NE Cross Sections 
 
Eleven cross-sections were constructed across the study area in a southwest–
northeast direction (Figure 4.1) in order to interpret the depositional and structural 
context of the Tensleep Sandstone parallel to the paleowind direction.  
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In a stratigraphic context, all zones (T – T6) in the Tensleep Sandstone were 
recognized on each cross section. In cross section A–A’ (Figure 4.6), in the northwest 
part of the field, the Tensleep Sandstone thins to the southwest, thickens in the middle 
part, and is relatively constant to the northeast.  
These situations are different within the middle part of the study area, as shown in 
cross sections E–E’ (Figure 4.7) and H–H’ (Figure 4.8). In these cross sections, the 
thickness of the Tensleep Sandstone varies from 130 to 370 ft (39 –112 m). The Tensleep 
thins in the center of the field and is thicker in the southwest and northeast parts. These 
phenomena are followed by the Dinwoody and Phosphoria Formations that overlie the 
Tensleep Sandstone.  
In the southeast part of Sage Creek field, the thickness of the Tensleep Sandstone 
is shown in cross section K–K’ (Figure 4.9). In this cross section, the distribution of the 
Tensleep also varies from the northeast to the southwest part of the cross section. The 
thickness varies from 120 to 240 ft (36 to 72 m). The thinnest part of the Tensleep on this 
cross section is between the Berryman #1 and the Deaver-Federal #1 wells.   
In a structural context, the Sage Creek field is on the southwest flank of a large 
asymmetrical anticline (Figure 2.20). The Sage Creek anticline is cut by several NE–SW 
trending faults that have both lateral and vertical movement (oblique slip). In general, 
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Figure 4.6. Stratigraphic cross section A-A’ contains 4 wells, representing the distribution of Dinwoody, Phosphoria, and the Tensleep Sandstone in the northwest part of Sage Creek field. No 
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Figure 4.7.  Stratigraphic cross section E-E’ contains 5 wells that shows the distribution of Dinwoody, Phosphoria, and the Tensleep Sandstone in the middle part of Sage Creek field. Vertical pink lines 



































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.8. Stratigraphic cross section H-H’ contains 5 wells that show the distribution of Dinwoody, Phosphoria, Tensleep Sandstone, Amsden, and Madison Formations in the middle part of Sage Creek 
field. Vertical pink lines in some wells are perforated intervals. Vertical scale is 100 ft. Well locations, numbers, labels, and API numbers are shown in Appendix B. 
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< 906 ft > < 905 ft > < 1006 ft > < 1308 ft > < 906 ft > 
Figure 4.9.  Stratigraphic cross section K-K’ contains 6 wells, showing the distribution of Dinwoody, Phosphoria, Tensleep Sandstone, and Amsden Formations in the southeast part of Sage Creek field. 






In Sage Creek field, the NE–SW trending faults are only seen in the middle to 
southeast parts of the field (Figure 4.1). This might be caused by more influences of the 
Sage Creek thrust fault on these parts than in the northwest part of the field. Cross section 
C–C’ (Figure 4.10) is a structural cross section in the northwest part of the field with 
structural dip to the southwest. The northeast part of the cross section indicates that this is 
on the southwest flank of the Sage Creek anticline; no NE–SW faults are shown. 
Figure 4.11 shows a cross section G–G’, which represents the structural geology 
in the middle part of the field. A NE–SW fault is shown in this cross section, which 
crosses the section between the Schwab #1 and Barndt #1 wells. The influence of this 
fault can be seen in this cross section by the abrupt changes of depth and formation 
thickness between the two wells (Figure 4.11). In terms of reservoir and pressure 
management, this fault is an important fault in the study area. The influences of this fault 
on the reservoir will be discussed later in this chapter. 
 
4.4.1.2. NW – SE Cross Sections 
 
Nine cross-sections were constructed across the study area with a trend in the 
northwest-southeast direction (Figure 4.1) to interpret the depositional and structural 
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Figure 4.10.  Structural cross section C-C’ contains 5 wells, showing the structural geology in the northwest part of the Sage Creek field. Vertical pink lines in some wells are perforated intervals. Vertical 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































< 805 ft > < 1208 ft > < 1208 ft > < 1308 ft > 
Figure 4.11.  Structural cross section G-G’ contains 5 wells, showing the structural geology in the middle part of the Sage Creek field. Solid blue line indicates an interpreted fault. Vertical pink lines in 












In a stratigraphic context, the Dinwoody, Phosphoria, and Tensleep Formations 
were recognized in each cross section. In some cross sections, lower formations such as 
the Amsden and Madison could also be correlated continuously. The upper and lower 
parts of the Tensleep Sandstone were recognized in each cross section. The general trend 
of sandstone lobes pinches out towards the northwest and southeast, and thickens in the 
center. These phenomena are shown in O–O’ (Figure 4.12) and T–T’ (Figure 4.13) 
stratigraphic cross sections. 
In a structural context, NE–SW trending faults can be seen by abrupt changes in 
depth between the wells. The thicknesses of formations were affected by the faults in 
some places. In structural cross section O–O’ (Figure 4.14), faults cut the beds in two 
places. The first place is between wells Lauren-Federal #1 and Barndt #1 in the northwest 
part of the cross section. The second place is between wells Richards #3-A and Davis #1 
in the southeast part of the cross section. Because of these two cuts, the middle part of the 




In order to interpret the distribution of the formations and structural geology in 
the subsurface, some isopach and structure contour maps were constructed in the study 
area. To generate the maps, all logs tops for 96 wells (Appendix B) were selected by the 
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Figure 4.12.   Stratigraphic cross section O-O’, oriented NW–SE, contains 12 wells. Blue arrows indicate the location of interpreted faults. Red arrow lines indicate the offset direction of faults. Vertical pink 
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< 1812 ft > < 805 ft > < 1208 ft > < 805 ft > < 805 ft > < 805 ft > < 805 ft > < 3321 ft > < 201 ft > 
Figure 4.13.   Stratigraphic cross section T-T’, oriented NW–SE, contains 10 wells. Blue arrow indicate location of an interpreted fault. Red arrow lines indicate the offset direction of faults. Vertical pink 
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Figure 4.14.   Structural cross section O-O’, oriented NW–SE, contains 12 wells. Blue lines indicate the interpreted faults. Vertical pink lines in some wells are perforated intervals. Vertical scale is 100 ft. 
Well locations, numbers, and API numbers are in Appendix B.    
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A structure map represents the plan-view configuration of a specific formation 
top. The purpose of a structure map is to identify high and low structural relief. High 
structural relief is commonly associated with structural hydrocarbon traps. The contour 
surface is not always smooth and regular. Faults sometimes interrupt contour lines. Faults 
in this study are shown on contour maps as heavy lines and contour lines are offset across 
fault traces. 
An isopach map shows the distribution and thickness of the unit of interest over 
the study area. The author generated these maps using formation tops data from the study 
area. The external geometry of each sand body, as expressed by an isopach map, can 
provide a clue concerning the depositional environment. The main problem to interpret 
the depositional environment is the relatively small size of the study area. 
 
4.4.2.1. Structure Contour Maps 
 
In this study, four structure contour maps were constructed and generated using 
formation tops picked in each well. Each map shows the influence of faults, both the 
NW–SE Sage Creek thrust fault and NE–SW trending faults.   
The structure maps discussed in this chapter are: top of Dinwoody Formation 
(Figure 4.15), top of Phosphoria Formation (Figure 4.16), top of Upper Tensleep 
Sandstone (Figure 4.17), and top of Lower Tensleep Sandstone (Figure 4.18). 
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In this study, all structure contours were controlled by formation tops picked on 
each well in Petra software. The problem is that not all wells in the study have all 
formation tops, and the program just takes an average depth of each top to build the 
contours.  
The structure map on top of the Dinwoody Formation exhibits deepening from the 
E–NE to the W–SW part of the field (Figure 4.15). This structural closure is identified as 
an anticlinal closure. This identification is similar with Borah-Borah (1996) and Wibowo 
(2001) (Figure 2.23). The influences of the Sage Creek Thrust Fault and the NE–SW 
trending faults to contour offset are identified by discontinuous contour lines across the 
faults.  
The structure map on top of the Phosphoria Formation is illustrated in Figure 
4.16. The structure map exhibits deepening from the E–NE part to the W–SW part of the 
field. The structural relief is affected by the NE–SW trending faults, especially in the area 
between the first and second faults. The compartmentalization of these structures is 
similar to the structure map on top of the Dinwoody Formation.  
The structure map on top of the Upper Tensleep Sandstone is illustrated in Figure 
4.17. The structural relief in this map is similar with the previous structure maps 
(Dinwoody and Phosphoria Formations). The only change in the appearance of this 
structure map is in section 12 T57N R98W, which is a little higher than earlier structure 
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Figure 4.15. Structure map on top of Dinwoody Formation. Contour interval is 100 ft. The 
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Figure 4.16. Structure map on top of Phosphoria Formation. Contour interval is 50 ft. The 
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Figure 4.17. Structure map on top of Upper Tensleep Sandstone. Contour interval is 50 
ft. The red solid lines are NE–SW trending faults. The red dashed line is the Sage Creek 
Thrust Fault. 
 





The trend of faults and compartmentalization of the Upper Tensleep structure map 
seems to be the same as the structure map on top of the Dinwoody and Phosphoria 
Formations. Relief upon this surface was modified by truncation of underlying Tensleep 
sands and also by local downcutting of Phosphoria channels (Borah-Borah, 1996).  
The structure map on top of the Lower Tensleep Sandstone is illustrated in Figure 
4.18. The relief of the structure contour map is slightly different from the other structure 
maps. There is more dip in the south part of the field. The trends and 
compartmentalization of faults are the same as in the other structure maps. 
 
4.4.2.2. Isopach Maps 
 
In this study, isopach maps are gross interval thickness maps. Nine isopach maps 
were constructed and generated in this study using the Petra program, which cover two 
intervals between formation tops and seven intervals in the Tensleep Sandstone. The 
isopach maps discussed in this chapter are: isopach maps of Tensleep Sandstone intervals 
(T6, T5, T4, T3, T2, T1, and T) (Figures 4.19, 4.20, 4.21, 4.22, 4.23, 4.24, and 4.25), 
isopach map of the Phosphoria Formation (Figure 4.26), and isopach map of the 
Dinwoody Formation (Figure 4.27). These isopach maps will be discussed in order to 
understand the pre-existing topography and faulting that could affect each layer. The 
Tensleep Sandstone was deposited conformably above the Amsden Formation (Wheeler, 
1986; Fox and Dolton, 1996). The topography on the top of the Amsden Formation 
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Figure 4.18. Structure map on top of the Lower Tensleep Sandstone. Contour interval is 
100 ft. The red solid lines are NE–SW trending faults. The red dashed line is the Sage 
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Figure 4.19. Gross interval isopach map of the T6 zone. Contour interval is 5 ft. The red 
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Figure 4.20. Gross interval isopach map from the top of T5 through the top of T6. Contour 
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Figure 4.21. Gross interval isopach map from the top of T4 through the top of T5. 
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Figure 4.22. Gross interval isopach map from the top of T3 through the top of T4. 
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Figure 4.23. Gross interval isopach map from the top of T2 through the top of T3. Contour 
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Figure 4.24. Gross interval isopach map from the top T1 through the top of T2. Contour 
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Figure 4.25. Gross interval isopach map from the top of T through the top of T1. Contour 
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Figure 4.26. Gross interval isopach map from the top of Phosphoria through the top of 
Upper Tensleep (T), showing irregular thickness. Contour interval is 1 ft. The red lines are 
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Figure 4.27. Gross interval isopach map from the top of the Dinwoody Formation through 









Unfortunately, not all wells in the study area have the top of the Amsden 
Formation. It caused an inconsistent thickness of T6. An isopach map of the top of T6 
interval has been built based on the inconsistent T6 base (Figure 4.19). The thickness of 
this interval varies from 29 to 178 ft (9 to 54 m) based on well data. The isopach map 
shows a northwest-southeast thinning trend. The thickest part of T6 is observed in the 
middle part of the study area.  
The T5 isopach map is illustrated in Figure 4.20. The interval of T5 varies in 
thickness from 11 to 41 ft (3 to 12 m). There is a change of the Tensleep thickness in the 
middle part of the field. The thickest part of the T5 interval is observed in the east to 
northeast part, with a thinning trend to the south and north parts of the field. The 
influence of the NE – SW trending faults on the isopach map is negligible. 
The T4 isopach map (Figure 4.21) shows that the T4 interval varies from 7 to 46 
ft (2 to 14 m) in thickness. The thickest parts of T4 interval are shown in the east to 
northeast parts of the study area. Minor thickness changes are noted across the NE–SW 
trending faults. 
The isopach map shown in Figure 4.22 represents the thickness of the T3 interval. 
The thickest part of the interval appears in the north part of the study area, with the trend 
of thinning being dominantly to the south. The thickness varies from 10 to 59 ft (3 to 18 
m). No significant change of sand thickness is observed in the vicinity of the NE – SW 
trending faults.  
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The thickness of the T2 interval (Figure 4.23) varies from 22 to 72 ft (7 to 22 m). 
In the isopach map of the T2 interval, the thickest parts are observed in the east part of 
the field. The T2 thickness was affected by the NE–SW trending faults. This is significant 
because T2 is the most important reservoir interval.  
The isopach map of the T1 interval is illustrated in Figure 4.24. The map shows 
significant thickness variation from the northeast and west part of the field to the south 
and east part of the field. The T1 interval is thickest in the northeast and west part of the 
study area. The thickness varies from 10 to 74 ft (3 to 22 m). The T1 interval thickness 
changes significantly across the NE–SW trending faults.    
The thickness of the T interval, which is the top of the Upper Tensleep Sandstone, 
is illustrated in Figure 4.25. This zone is the thinnest sandstone interval in the Tensleep 
Sandstone. The thickness varies from 2 to 32 ft (0.6 to 9.7 m). The thickest parts of the 
interval are observed in the north (Section 1, T57N R98W) and in the northeast parts of 
the field (Sections 7 and 13, T57N R97W). A thickness change occurs in the T interval in 
Sections 7 and 13, T57N R97W across one of the NE–SW trending faults. The T interval 
could be affected by erosion and fault influences after post-deposition of the Upper 
Tensleep Sandstone. 
The Phosphoria Formation was deposited unconformably above the Upper 
Tensleep Sandstone. The isopach map of this formation shows the gross thickness of the 
Phosphoria Formation (Figure 4.26). The Phosphoria Formation thickness in the study 
area varies from 5 to 67 ft (1.5 to 20 m). The thinnest intervals occur in the west to 
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northwest parts of the field, which are in Sections 13, 12, and 1, T57N–R97W. Some 
thick intervals are observed in the southern part of the field. The thickness of this 
formation was affected by the relief on the underlying Tensleep Sandstone surface. The 
thick parts of this formation occur on the thin parts of the T interval, which is the top of 
the Tensleep Sandstone.   
The isopach map of the Dinwoody Formation shows the gross thickness of the 
Dinwoody Formation (Figure 4.27). Based on well data, the thickness of this formation 
varies from 11 to 45 ft (3.3 to 14 m). The formation shows a west to northwest thinning 
trend on the isopach map. The thickest parts of the interval are observed in the middle to 
the east and southern parts of the field. These thick intervals accumulated along the 
eastern and western flank of the north and south NE–SW trending faults. These faults 
may have influenced the formation thickness. Figure 4.27 shows that the deposition of 
this formation somewhat mimics the Phosphoria Formation surface. 
Two isopach maps of the Tensleep Sandstone also have been built to examine the 
distribution of the Tensleep Sandstone facies in the study area. The isopach map of the 
Lower Tensleep (marine facies) was constructed from the top of T3 interval to the base of 
T6 interval (Figure 4.28). Because of inconsistent base depth data of T6, the thickness of 
the Lower Tensleep probably is not appropriate. In this study, the thickness of the Lower 
Tensleep ranges from 86 to 262 ft (26 to 79 m). The interval shows a northwest to 
southeast thinning trend on the isopach map. The thickest interval of the Lower Tensleep 
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Figure 4.28. Gross interval isopach map from the top of T3 through the base of T6. 








The isopach map of the Upper Tensleep Sandstone is illustrated in Figure 4.29. 
The thickness of the Upper Tensleep ranges from 30 to 151 ft (9 to 46 ft). The thick 
intervals are observed along the north to east parts of the field. The sand interval is thin 
on the south and part of the western area. The Upper Tensleep shows significant 
thickness variation on either side of the NE – SW trending faults. 
 
4.5. Production Data 
 
Over 112 wells have been drilled within the Sage Creek field. Some wells are still 
producing, and some have been abandoned. Sage Creek is on the northeast edge of the 
Bighorn basin and produces from the Tensleep and Madison Formations.  
Other nearby fields producing from the same zones include the Garland and 
Byron fields, located about 6 mi (9.7 km) south, and the Frannie field, located 2 mi (3 
km) to the north (Figure 4.30).  
The Sage Creek Tensleep oil accumulation is located on the southwest flank of an 
asymmetrical anticline that trends north to south in townships T57N–R97W and T57N–
R98W of Park and Bighorn Counties, Wyoming (Figure 4.1). The Madison is productive 
on the structural crest of the anticline (Borah-Borah, 1996).  
Production in Sage Creek field was first established in June 1948, with the 
completion of the Dorothy Fox #1 in the Madison Formation. The Tensleep reservoir was 
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Figure 4.29. Gross interval isopach map from the top of Tensleep (T) through the top of T3. 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































There are seven producing sands (Figure 2.17) in the Tensleep reservoir, which 
appear to be isolated from one another to some degree. These zones are designated as the 
Upper Tensleep (T, T1, and T2) and the Lower Tensleep (T3, T4, T5, and T6). Most of 
the oil produced at Sage Creek is from the T2 zone, with minor contributions from the T3 
and T4 sands. The Tensleep reservoir produces under an active waterdrive. 
 
4.5.1. Oil – Water Contact (OWC) 
 
The Tensleep accumulation at Sage Creek field is not a simple structural closure, 
nor can it be explained as a simple stratigraphic trap. Both the Upper and Lower Tensleep 
Sandstone have tilted oil-water contacts. Pedry (1975) and Stone (1967) proposed 
hydrodynamic flow as the main factor causing the tilted oil-water contact in Sage Creek 
(Figure 2.20). As an alternative, Todd (1963) and Lawson and Smith (1966) suggested 
that oil had been in place in paleostructures that formed before the Laramide orogeny. 
Later deformation may have caused tilting of the oil-water contact (Borah-Borah, 1996) 
(Figure 2.21). 
The Upper and Lower Tensleep oil-water contact in this field was picked from the 
logs and confirmed by core saturation data and/or DST recovery by Borah-Borah (1996). 
They used resistivity cutoffs for picking the contacts. In their investigation, they 
established that the oil zones exhibit resistivities of 400 Ω-m or more and the water zones 
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had resistivities less than 200 Ω-m. The zone between 200 – 400 Ω-m is called the 
transition zone. These zones are established as ‘general criteria’ (Borah-Borah, 1996). 
An example of an OWC and a transition zone is shown in the SCU #16 log data 
(Figure 4.31). On the laterolog, the OWC is clearly seen in the T2 zone at 3,248 ft. The 
resistivity drops from 500 Ω–m to 200 – 300 Ω–m. The long-normal curve has less 
resolution than the laterolog because it is influenced by bed thickness and has a shallower 
depth of investigation. Long-normal resistivity drops from 600 Ω–m at 3,238 ft to 400 
Ω–m at 3,252 ft. The interval in between appears to be a “transition zone”. Below 3,251 
ft, the resistivity flattens at 400 Ω–m.  
The resistivity in the water zone, as shown by the long-normal curve does not fit 
to the general criteria for resistivity cutoffs. This is because of invasion (Borah-Borah, 
1996). In using the long-normal curve to pick an OWC, the change from high resistivity 
to low resistivity is more important than the value of resistivity itself.  
In the Sage Creek field, the oil-water contact of Upper Tensleep appears at 
contours 800, 900, 1000, 1100, and 1200 ft (Figure 4.32) with about 178 acres of 
production area. The oil-water contact of the Lower Tensleep appears at contours 500, 
600, 700, 800, 900, and 1000 ft (Figure 4.33). Unfortunately, the oil water contact of the 
Madison Limestone could not be determined because of the limited availability of data 





Figure 4.31.  Type log of SCU #16, shows an example of an OWC and a 
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Figure 4.32. Oil-water contact (OWC) map of the Upper Tensleep Sandstone. Contour 
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Figure 4.33. Oil-water contact (OWC) map of the Lower Tensleep Sandstone. Contour 











Perforations have been done in wells to optimize production in the Sage Creek 
field. Most of the perforations occur in the Tensleep Sandstone, mainly the upper part. 
Fewer perforations occur in the Madison Limestone. 
There are four main perforation targets in the Tensleep Sandstone, which is the 
main pay in the field. The main pay in the field is the T2 zone, which accounts for about 
85% of the oil that has been produced from the Tensleep in the field. The thickness of the 
effective porosity in this sand ranges from 45 to 65 ft (14 to 20 m) in the field, with about 
18% porosity and 154-md permeability (Borah-Borah, 1996). The quality of the reservoir 
of the T2 sand in Sage Creek varies vertically due to occasional streaks of increased 
dolomite concentration. 
The T3 zone of the Tensleep is a very minor pay in the field, having produced in 
the Mc Crary #1, the Pedry-Joens #1, the Pedry-Becker #1, and the SCU #12. The T3 
reservoir averages about 15% porosity and 80-md permeability. The T3 was deposited as 
dunes that may exceed 30 feet in thickness, although sand is often absent in the T3 where 
dolomite has been deposited. 
The T4 zone is the least understood part of the Tensleep reservoir, due to part to 
the few penetrations of this lowest potential pay. Little oil may be directly attributed to 
the T4, but the T4 may have contributed oil to overlying productive zones through 
fractures that were opened and/or enhanced during stimulations. The T4 sand was 
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deposited in a more marine environment than the sands above, and probably represents 
beaches and nearshore bars made up of reworked dune sands. The T4 sand has an average 
porosity of about 15% and average permeability of about 37 md, based on the few 
available data. In general, the T4 is a lower quality reservoir than any of the overlying 
sands. 
The Madison Formation has produced less oil than the Tensleep reservoirs. The 
available perforation data is limited for this formation in the Sage Creek field. The 
production zone from this formation is only observed in Sections 6 and 7, T57N R97W 
(Figure 4.34). All perforated intervals in this study are marked with vertical pink lines on 
each well and shown in Appendix A. 
 
4.5.3. Cumulative Oil, Gas, and Water Volume 
 
Production in the Sage Creek field was first established in June 1948, with the 
completion of the Dorothy Fox #1 (SE SW 5 T57N R98W) in the Madison Formation for 
an initial potential of 732 BOPD and 44 BWPD. Soon after this well, the Fox #2 (N/2 
NW 7 T57N R98W) was completed for 24 BOPD and 6 BWPD from the Madison. These 
two wells have produced about 300 MBO. Several other unsuccessful completion 
attempts were made in the Madison. Recently, the SCU #21 (SW NE 7 T57N R98W) 
tested 25 BOPD and 1200 BWPD from the Madison Formation (Phoenix Production Co., 
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Figure 4.34.  Production map, showing the group of wells by producing formations. Area 
inside blue line shows wells with Tensleep production; area inside red line shows wells 





The Tensleep reservoir was discovered in June 1952, with the completion of the 
Fox #3 (SW NE 7 T57N R98W, a. k. a. SCU#3) for an initial potential of 89 BOPD and 
153 BWPD. Subsequent Tensleep development led to 31 producers and 32 dry holes. 
In 1996, Borah-Borah Petroleum Inc. defined the study area into two different 
production areas, which are the Tensleep Sandstone production area and the Madison 
Formation area (Figure 4.34), in order to determine the reservoir performance in the Sage 
Creek field. 
Prior to January 1996, the Sage Creek Tensleep reservoir has produced 12.1 
MMBO and 125 MMBW (Borah-Borah, 1996) (Table 4.1). These data were informed by 
Phoenix Production Company (1993). There are twenty-three wells that produce about 
390 BOPD and 13,600 BWPD. Under current operations, the estimated ultimate recovery 
(EUR) for this field is 15.4 MMBO, with the remaining reserves estimated at 3.3 MMBO 
(Borah-Borah, 1996). The Equity Oil Company is the current operator of the field. 
From January 1996 to May 2004, the Sage Creek Tensleep reservoir produced 
0.978 MMBO and 38 MMBW (Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation Commission, 2004) 
(Table 4.2). These productions have increased the cumulative production of oil and water 
to 13.1 MMBO and 163 MMBW (Wyoming Oil and Gas Conversation Commission, 
2004) (Tables 4.3 and 4.4). The total fluid cumulative production in this field also 






















SCU #3 Nov-52 Jan-96 209,911 12,398,297 12,608,208 
SCU #5 Dec-52 Jan-96 171,134 10,443,504 10,614,638 
SCU #6 Mar-53 Jan-96 456,629 2,691,660 3,148,289 
SCU #7 Jun-53 Jan-96 1,094,451 20,843,986 21,938,437 
SCU #8 Oct-53 Jan-96 453,102 5,349,641 5,802,743 
SCU #9 Sep-54 Jan-96 734,610 1,820,844 2,555,454 
SCU #10 Jun-55 Jan-96 1,001,909 4,439,454 5,441,363 
SCU #11 Jul-55 Jan-96 660,475 2,789,017 3,449,492 
SCU #12 Jul-55 Jan-96 647,989 2,512,233 3,160,222 
SCU #13 Sep-55 Jan-96 1,430,205 4,206,216 5,636,421 
SCU #15 Jul-56 Jan-96 324,875 8,999,536 9,324,411 
SCU #16 Jul-56 Jan-96 450,711 20,412,795 20,863,506 
SCU #17 Sep-56 Jan-96 461,797 2,369,043 2,830,840 
BARNT #1-18 Jun-54 Jan-96 302,307 6,697,792 7,000,099 
BARNT #1-19 Feb-55 Jan-58 4,931 75,374 80,305 
BECKER #1 Feb-79 Jul-88 11,782 0 11,782 
COLEY #1 Sep-83 May-86 6,547 196,680 203,227 
DAVIS #1 Jul-77 Jan-96 54,631 380,410 435,041 
DAVIS #2 Nov-78 Jan-96 42,745 232,950 275,695 
DILLON COM 1 Feb-60 Jan-96 204,947 4,011,344 4,216,291 
DILLON #1A Nov-54 Jan-96 817,079 2,181,755 2,998,834 
FEDERAL #1 Sep-81 Jan-96 46,338 31,902 78,240 
FEDERAL #1-1 Jan-88 Aug-89 1,101 41,983 43,084 
FOSTER #1 Feb-57 Jul-61 8,347 274,828 283,175 
JOENS #1 Oct-66 Nov-74 12,776 301,284 314,060 
MCCRARY #1 Sep-55 Jan-96 565,716 3,033,993 3,599,709 
RICHARDS #1 (KIRK) Aug-54 Jan-96 530,666 3,985,027 4,515,693 
RICHARDS #1 (AJAX) Sep-54 Jan-96 399,216 1,402,822 1,802,038 
RICHARDS #3A-19 Nov-78 Jan-96 5,091 68,278 73,369 
SQUIRE DILLON #1 May-54 Jan-96 946,209 2,798,969 3,745,178 
USA #1 May-78 Jan-96 87,862 0 87,862 
            
TOTAL     12,146,089 124,991,617 137,137,706 
 
Table 4.1.  Cumulative production for each production well in the study area as of 




















SCU #3 Jan-96 May-04 36,475 4,879,123 4,915,598 
SCU #5 Jan-96 May-04 41,233 3,279,317 3,320,550 
SCU #6 Jan-96 May-04 81,936 1,092,568 1,174,504 
SCU #7 Jan-96 May-04 75,827 6,359,033 6,434,860 
SCU #8 Jan-96 May-04 21,531 1,401,605 1,423,136 
SCU #9 Jan-96 May-04 67,595 435,284 502,879 
SCU #10 Jan-96 May-04 121,518 1,767,295 1,888,813 
SCU #11 Jan-96 May-04 30,728 295,269 325,997 
SCU #12 Jan-96 May-04 23,090 488,840 511,930 
SCU #13 Jan-96 May-04 35,903 953,535 989,438 
SCU #15 Jan-96 May-04 58,091 3,176,144 3,234,235 
SCU #16 Jan-96 May-04 40,648 6,512,453 6,553,101 
SCU #17 Jan-96 May-04 56,675 664,288 720,963 
BARNT #1-18 Jan-96 May-04 8,741 1,052,961 1,061,702 
BARNT #1-19 Jan-58 May-04 0 0 0 
BECKER #1 Jul-88 May-04 0 0 0 
COLEY #1 May-86 May-04 0 0 0 
DAVIS #1 Jan-96 May-04 13,220 343,628 356,848 
DAVIS #2 Jan-96 May-04 4,013 73,038 77,051 
DILLON COM 1 Jan-96 May-04 5,716 706,076 711,792 
DILLON #1A Jan-96 May-04 54,863 815,051 869,914 
FEDERAL #1 Jan-96 May-04 13,655 56,563 70,218 
FEDERAL #1-1 Aug-89 May-04 0 0 0 
FOSTER #1 Jul-61 May-04 0 0 0 
JOENS #1 Nov-74 May-04 0 0 0 
MCCRARY #1 Jan-96 May-04 61,154 1,029,271 1,090,425 
RICHARDS #1 (KIRK) Jan-96 May-04 22,957 449,590 472,547 
RICHARDS #1 (AJAX) Jan-96 May-04 41,163 998,444 1,039,607 
RICHARDS #3A-19 Jan-96 May-04 0 0 0 
SQUIRE DILLON #1 Jan-96 May-04 45,964 996,911 1,042,875 
USA #1 Jan-96 May-04 15,125 398 15,523 
            
TOTAL     977,821 37,826,685 38,804,506 
 
Table 4.2.  Cumulative production for each production wells in the study area from 
January 1996 to May 2004. Data were informed from Wyoming Oil and Gas 










CUM. OIL (bbl) TOTAL PROD. 
THRU 05/04 (bbl) 
…. - 01/96 01/96 - 05/04 
SCU #3 Nov-52 209,911 36,475 246,386 
SCU #5 Dec-52 171,134 41,233 212,367 
SCU #6 Mar-53 456,629 81,936 538,565 
SCU #7 Jun-53 1,094,451 75,827 1,170,278 
SCU #8 Oct-53 453,102 21,531 474,633 
SCU #9 Sep-54 734,610 67,595 802,205 
SCU #10 Jun-55 1,001,909 121,518 1,123,427 
SCU #11 Jul-55 660,475 30,728 691,203 
SCU #12 Jul-55 647,989 23,090 671,079 
SCU #13 Sep-55 1,430,205 35,903 1,466,108 
SCU #15 Jul-56 324,875 58,091 382,966 
SCU #16 Jul-56 450,711 40,648 491,359 
SCU #17 Sep-56 461,797 56,675 518,472 
BARNT #1-18 Jun-54 302,307 8,741 311,048 
BARNT #1-19 Feb-55 4,931 0 4,931 
BECKER #1 Feb-79 11,782 0 11,782 
COLEY #1 Sep-83 6,547 0 6,547 
DAVIS #1 Jul-77 54,631 13,220 67,851 
DAVIS #2 Nov-78 42,745 4,013 46,758 
DILLON COM 1 Feb-60 204,947 5,716 210,663 
DILLON #1A Nov-54 817,079 54,863 871,942 
FEDERAL #1 Sep-81 46,338 13,655 59,993 
FEDERAL #1-1 Jan-88 1,101 0 1,101 
FOSTER #1 Feb-57 8,347 0 8,347 
JOENS #1 Oct-66 12,776 0 12,776 
MCCRARY #1 Sep-55 565,716 61,154 626,870 
RICHARDS #1 (KIRK) Aug-54 530,666 22,957 553,623 
RICHARDS #1 (AJAX) Sep-54 399,216 41,163 440,379 
RICHARDS #3A-19 Nov-78 5,091 0 5,091 
SQUIRE DILLON #1 May-54 946,209 45,964 992,173 
USA #1 May-78 87,862 15,125 102,987 
          
TOTAL   12,146,089 977,821 13,123,910 
 
Table 4.3.  Total oil production for each production wells in the study area as of May 










CUM. WATER (bbl) TOTAL WATER 
THRU 05/04 (bbl) 
…. - 01/96 01/96 - 05/04 
SCU #3 Nov-52 12,398,297 4,879,123 17,277,420 
SCU #5 Dec-52 10,443,504 3,279,317 13,722,821 
SCU #6 Mar-53 2,691,660 1,092,568 3,784,228 
SCU #7 Jun-53 20,843,986 6,359,033 27,203,019 
SCU #8 Oct-53 5,349,641 1,401,605 6,751,246 
SCU #9 Sep-54 1,820,844 435,284 2,256,128 
SCU #10 Jun-55 4,439,454 1,767,295 6,206,749 
SCU #11 Jul-55 2,789,017 295,269 3,084,286 
SCU #12 Jul-55 2,512,233 488,840 3,001,073 
SCU #13 Sep-55 4,206,216 953,535 5,159,751 
SCU #15 Jul-56 8,999,536 3,176,144 12,175,680 
SCU #16 Jul-56 20,412,795 6,512,453 26,925,248 
SCU #17 Sep-56 2,369,043 664,288 3,033,331 
BARNT #1-18 Jun-54 6,697,792 1,052,961 7,750,753 
BARNT #1-19 Feb-55 75,374 0 75,374 
BECKER #1 Feb-79 0 0 0 
COLEY #1 Sep-83 196,680 0 196,680 
DAVIS #1 Jul-77 380,410 343,628 724,038 
DAVIS #2 Nov-78 232,950 73,038 305,988 
DILLON COM 1 Feb-60 4,011,344 706,076 4,717,420 
DILLON #1A Nov-54 2,181,755 815,051 2,996,806 
FEDERAL #1 Sep-81 31,902 56,563 88,465 
FEDERAL #1-1 Jan-88 41,983 0 41,983 
FOSTER #1 Feb-57 274,828 0 274,828 
JOENS #1 Oct-66 301,284 0 301,284 
MCCRARY #1 Sep-55 3,033,993 1,029,271 4,063,264 
RICHARDS #1 (KIRK) Aug-54 3,985,027 449,590 4,434,617 
RICHARDS #1 (AJAX) Sep-54 1,402,822 998,444 2,401,266 
RICHARDS #3A-19 Nov-78 68,278 0 68,278 
SQUIRE DILLON #1 May-54 2,798,969 996,911 3,795,880 
USA #1 May-78 0 398 398 
        0 
TOTAL   124,991,617 37,826,685 162,818,302 
 
 
Table 4.4.  Total water production for each production wells in the study area as of 
May 2004. Data were informed from Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation 










CUM. PRODUCTIONS THRU '04 TOTAL FLUID 
THRU 05/04 (bbl) 
OIL (bbl) WATER (bbl) 
SCU #3 Nov-52 246,386 17,277,420 17,523,806 
SCU #5 Dec-52 212,367 13,722,821 13,935,188 
SCU #6 Mar-53 538,565 3,784,228 4,322,793 
SCU #7 Jun-53 1,170,278 27,203,019 28,373,297 
SCU #8 Oct-53 474,633 6,751,246 7,225,879 
SCU #9 Sep-54 802,205 2,256,128 3,058,333 
SCU #10 Jun-55 1,123,427 6,206,749 7,330,176 
SCU #11 Jul-55 691,203 3,084,286 3,775,489 
SCU #12 Jul-55 671,079 3,001,073 3,672,152 
SCU #13 Sep-55 1,466,108 5,159,751 6,625,859 
SCU #15 Jul-56 382,966 12,175,680 12,558,646 
SCU #16 Jul-56 491,359 26,925,248 27,416,607 
SCU #17 Sep-56 518,472 3,033,331 3,551,803 
BARNT #1-18 Jun-54 311,048 7,750,753 8,061,801 
BARNT #1-19 Feb-55 4,931 75,374 80,305 
BECKER #1 Feb-79 11782 0 11,782 
COLEY #1 Sep-83 6,547 196,680 203,227 
DAVIS #1 Jul-77 67,851 724,038 791,889 
DAVIS #2 Nov-78 46,758 305,988 352,746 
DILLON COM 1 Feb-60 210,663 4,717,420 4,928,083 
DILLON #1A Nov-54 871,942 2,996,806 3,868,748 
FEDERAL #1 Sep-81 59,993 88,465 148,458 
FEDERAL #1-1 Jan-88 1,101 41,983 43,084 
FOSTER #1 Feb-57 8,347 274,828 283,175 
JOENS #1 Oct-66 12,776 301,284 314,060 
MCCRARY #1 Sep-55 626,870 4,063,264 4,690,134 
RICHARDS #1 (KIRK) Aug-54 553,623 4,434,617 4,988,240 
RICHARDS #1 (AJAX) Sep-54 440,379 2,401,266 2,841,645 
RICHARDS #3A-19 Nov-78 5,091 68,278 73,369 
SQUIRE DILLON #1 May-54 992,173 3,795,880 4,788,053 
USA #1 May-78 102987 398 103,385 
          
TOTAL   13,123,910 162,818,302 175,942,212 
 
Table 4.5.  Total fluid production for each production wells in the study area as of 
May 2004. Data were informed from Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation 
Commission (WOGCC), 2004. 
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The contour map of the cumulative oil production through 2004 is shown in 
Figure 4.35. This map shows that the average cumulative oil production is high within 
structural closure, 50,000 – 500,000 bbls, approximately.  
Relatively high gas production is observed in the northwest part of the field 
(Figure 4.36). The map shows that there is some influence of faults on gas production. 
The amount of gas in this field that has been produced is approximately 400 MMcf 
(Wyoming Oil and Gas Conversation Commission, 2004) which is seems way too low for 
gas production. The cumulative gas value in wells is shown in Appendix C. 
The cumulative water production is illustrated in Figure 4.37. In this map, the 
water production is separated into different fault compartments. Two significant areas 
water production are observed in the middle of the field. Figure 4.38 shows production 
history information for Sage Creek field. The graph shows the cumulative oil production 
(through January 1998) and cumulative gas production (through January 1998). 
Data were obtained from the Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation Commission 
(2004). Unfortunately, the cumulative oil versus water productions is not provided by the 
commission, which resulted a difficult analysis to the fluctuation of cumulative fluid 
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Figure 4.35. The cumulative production map shows cumulative oil production contours 
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Figure 4.36. Gas production map, showing the cumulative gas in the Sage Creek field 
through May 2004. Data were informed from WOGCC (2004).  Units are in MMCF. Red 
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Figure 4.37. Contour map shows the cumulative water production in the Sage Creek field 





















































































































































In order to understand the depositional pattern and the distribution of Tensleep 
Sandstone reservoirs, a grid of cross sections was built in Sage Creek field based upon 
correlations made by Wibowo (2001). The cross sections were built using Petra software 
from well data that have been calibrated using the Log Sleuth program. The cross 
sections are oriented northwest-southeast (NW-SE) and southwest-northeast (SW-NE), 
which are perpendicular and parallel to the general trend of the paleowind direction (to 
the south-southwest) in the Bighorn basin, respectively. Nine cross sections (4 
stratigraphic and 2 structural cross sections parallel to paleowind direction; and 2 
stratigraphic and 1 structural cross sections perpendicular to paleowind direction) are 
used to describe the depositional pattern in the field. 
The Tensleep Sandstone thins to the southwest, thickens in the middle part, and is 
relatively constant to the northeast as shown in cross section A-A’ (Figure 4.6). These 
situations are different within the middle part of the study area. In these areas, the 
distribution of the Tensleep is limited in the center of the field and thicker in the 
southwest and northeast parts. These phenomena are similar with the Dinwoody and 
Phosphoria Formations that overlie the Tensleep Sandstone as shown in cross sections E–
E’ (Figure 4.7) and H–H’ (Figure 4.8). In the southeast part of Sage Creek field, the 
thickness of the Tensleep Sandstone is shown in cross section K–K’ (Figure 4.9). In this 
cross section, the Tensleep thickens to the southwest and to the northwest part of the 
cross section. 
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In the structural context, the thickness of the formation was influenced by the 
Sage Creek Thrust fault and the NE–SW trending faults. Several NE–SW trending faults 
have both lateral and vertical movement (oblique slip) (Borah-Borah, 1996). These faults 
formed some reservoir compartments in the field, and each NE–SW compartment seems 
to occur independent and is a primary control of fluid flow in the middle through 
southeast parts of the field. These faults also controlled the erosional edge of the upper 
Tensleep in places (Borah-Borah, 1996).  
Four structure contour maps and seven isopach maps were constructed in this 
study in order to interpret the distribution of the formations and structural geology in the 
subsurface. In structure contour maps, all contours were controlled by formation tops 
picked on each well in Petra software. One problem is that not all wells in the study area 
have available formation top data, and the program took an average depth of each top to 
build the contours. All structure contour maps in this study show a similar pattern, which 
exhibits deepening from the E–NE to the W–SW (Figure 4.15). This structural closure is 
identified as anticlinal closure.   
In the isopach maps, pre-existing topography or faulting on each Tensleep 
Sandstone zone could affect the next layer up. Isopach maps of all Tensleep Sandstone 
intervals were constructed using the top of each interval in the wells. In the Lower 
Tensleep, the T6 interval is the thickest interval compared to other intervals. But, the 
thickness of T6 interval is not an accurate thickness because of the inconsistent based 
picked from wells based on the available data in each well. The thickness of T5 interval 
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is similar with interval T4, which is thinner than T6. The T5 and T4 intervals have the 
thickest interval along the east to northeast part of the field (Figures 4.20 and 4.21). 
Although still in marine influence, these two intervals also affected by eolian facies 
during deposition. On the top of Lower Tensleep Sandstone, the T3 interval mostly 
accumulated in the northern part of the field. Intervals T3, T4, T5, and T6 show little 
influence of the NE – SW faults on thickness.  
In the Upper Tensleep Sandstone, all intervals (T2, T1, and T) had variable 
thickness (dune environment) and were influenced by the NE–SW faults (Figures 4.23, 
4.24, and 4.25). It suggests that faulting was active during deposition. From well data, the 
interval T2 is thicker than T and T1. In general, the Upper Tensleep was preserved along 
the east to the north and west parts of the field and influenced by the NE–SW faults. 
However, the Lower Tensleep was preserved in the east part of the field and less 
influenced by the NE–SW faults.  
Intervals T and T1 may be completely composed of dolomite or the sands 
contained within them may be cemented with anhydrite/dolomite, lowering average 
porosity readings, as well as net porosity footage within each zone (Wibowo, 2001). 
Interval T2 most consistently shows the best reservoir parameters. It has a good low GR 
reading and almost always has the best porosity reading compared to other intervals. 
Because of its great thickness, zone T2 may be an amalgamated zone of more than one 
parasequence (Borah-Borah, 1996). Zones T3 – T6 are dominated by mixed eolian, 
shallow-marine, and tidal to subtidal or sabkha environments. There is variability in 
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thickness and porosity development; lithologies are commonly dolomite and anhydrite 
cemented. Impermeable intervals occur between layers.   
On top of the Tensleep Sandstone, the accumulation of the Phosphoria Formation 
was controlled by both active faults and erosion of the Upper Tensleep surface prior to 
deposition. Borah-Borah (1996) suggested that the contact between these formations is 
truncated and highly irregular in nature. Topography developed on it not only from 
inherited topography on the Upper Tensleep dunes, but also from pre-Permian erosion by 
southward-southeastward flowing streams. Because this erosion formed a major valley 
through the area, the upper zones of the Tensleep became thinner below the contact.  
The isopach map of the Dinwoody Formation shows that the accumulation of the 
Dinwoody Formation was inconsistent, even though it was distributed throughout the 
study area. This could be caused by variations in sediment supply during accumulation 
and influences from the active faults.     
In the cumulative production context, the Sage Creek field production is from two 
different formations. These two formations are the Tensleep Sandstone and the Madison 
Limestone. Fault compartmentalization in this field controls the accumulation and 
distribution of hydrocarbons in each reservoir. In the OWC map of the Upper and Lower 
Tensleep Sandstone from Borah-Borah (1996), the faults seem not to offset the OWC in 
both intervals. In this study, the oil-water contact of Madison Limestone could not be 
determined because of the limited log data.  
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Both the Upper and Lower Tensleep Sandstone in the study area have tilted oil-
water contacts. Hydrodynamic flow trapped the oil at Sage Creek, based upon these tilted 
oil-water contacts (Pedry, 1975). Todd (1963) and Lawson and Smith (1966) suggested 
that paleo-structures formed prior to Laramide structural movement, and then were 
“frozen” in place by degradation of oil at the OWC.  
The trap at Sage Creek was formed prior to the development of the present 
structural attitude and was “frozen” in place by the degradation of oil to tar at the OWC. 
This “paleo” trap was a small-relief structure that developed soon after deposition of the 
Tensleep and prior to deposition of the Phosphoria. Oil then migrated into this trap and 
was present for several million years prior to the Laramide Orogeny of Paleocene age. 
While the structural trap was not tilted, repeated intervals of exposure and erosion of the 
Tensleep around the edge of the basin allowed the influx of groundwater that flowed 
under and around the Sage Creek field. This water washed many of the lighter end 
members of the oil away at the oil-water contact; leaving the heavier oil, and tarry 
products behind (Borah-Borah, 1996). 
Through May 2004, the Sage Creek Tensleep reservoir has produced 13.1 MMBO 
and 163 MMBW. Currently 23 wells produce about 390 BOPD and 13,600 BWPD. 
Under current operations, the estimated ultimate recovery (EUR) for the field is 15.4 
MMBO. Remaining reserves are estimated at 3.3 MMBO (Borah-Borah, 1996). Based on 
the cumulative water production data, the value of water production is very high in just a 
few wells in Section 12, T57N R98W and Section 7, T57N R98W. Oil production is 
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highly variable, but it relates indirectly to structural elevation resulted by the Sage Creek 
Thrust Fault. It seems that oil accumulation mostly influenced by the NE – SW trending 
faults that divided the field into some reservoir compartments. In Figure 4.35, the high oil 
productions observed in part of Sections 7 and 18, T57N R98W that cut by NE – SW 
faults. In the Sage Creek field, even though the oil and water productions are relative 
high; the gas production is very low. It could be caused by 1) The organic matter of the 
source rocks was not gas-prone; 2) The thermal maturation of the organic matter was not 
sufficient to generate gas; 3) Sufficient heat was not available for in-reservoir cracking of 
oil to gas; and 4) The gas migrated to the traps outside of the study area. 








This study constructed a grid of cross sections based on Wibowo’s (2001) 
correlations to identify structural and stratigraphic compartmentalization in the Sage 
Creek field, Wyoming. The approach of this study was to interpret previously described 
core data, construct structural and stratigraphic cross sections from well logs, and 
generate structure maps and isopach maps.  
The following conclusions are drawn from this study: 
1. The description of each facies in eolian and associated deposits of the Tensleep 
Sandstone interval in Sage Creek field can be determined using several methods. An 
outcrop-measured section at Bear Canyon has been done by Wibowo (2001) to show 
that the Tensleep Sandstone consists of the Upper Tensleep, an eolian-dominated 
interval, and the Lower Tensleep, a mixed eolian-marine interval. This general 
division of the Tensleep Sandstone could also be seen in core analysis in the Fox #1 
well and log analysis, especially borehole images in the SCU #21 well. 
2. The lateral continuity of the Tensleep Sandstone in the Sage Creek field can be 
examined using several methods. The first method is using a photomosaic at Bear 
Canyon, Pryor Mountains, Montana.  Lateral continuity appears to be good at the 
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scale of interwell spacing in Sage Creek field.  Log correlations in the field show 
good correlations and high lateral continuity of beds in the subsurface. 
3. The grid of well log cross sections identified the structural complexity and 
stratigraphic framework within the study area. This grid of cross sections was 
integrated with the structural contour maps to identify the faults. Within the study 
area, the beds dominantly dip to the southwest because of folding by the Sage Creek 
Thrust Fault in the northeast part of the field. The study area also has at least three 
NE–SW trending faults (Figure 4.1) that affected the distribution and accumulation of 
the reservoirs and hydrocarbons.  
4. Isopach maps have been constructed in order to show the distribution and thickness of 
the formation over the study area. Pre-existing topography and faulting of the lower 
interval or formations, could affect the next layer deposited above it. In this study, the 
Tensleep Sandstone is divided into seven intervals with its characteristic and 
variability in thickness and porosity development. The irregular thickness of the 
Phosphoria Formation was affected by erosion on top of the Tensleep Sandstone 
during accumulation and sedimentation processes. The variations in sediment supply 
during accumulation and influences from active faults resulted an inconsistent 
accumulation of the Dinwoody Formation as it is distributed over the study area.  
5. In terms of production data, the faults may have had a significant influence on 
production. The cumulative oil map shows that the accumulation of oil is bounded by 
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faults and structural closure. The main hydrocarbon producer in the Sage Creek field 
is the Tensleep Sandstone with minor hydrocarbon production from the Madison 
Formation. The study area is divided into two production areas based on the main 
producer formations in each well. These two production areas are: 1) all wells in the 
middle part through the southeast part of the field produce oil from the Tensleep 
Sandstone; 2) Some wells in the north part of Section 7 T57N R97W produce oil 
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